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Appendix

CliAPTER I
Tim PROBLEM
The principle objective of this study Is to determine
the status of the selection and adoption of textbooks in
M o n t a n a t a k i n g into consideration present conditions as
well as past experience in this regard*
No Investigation of the status of a problem would be
of much value unless it would be capable of serving as the
basis for some definite conclusions as to how the needs of
the present are met* and if they are not met, then to serve
as a guide for the suggestion of remedies*
The first.part of the investigation is largely concerned
with the history of the textbook problem in Montana and the
intended purpose is to secure a background upon which may be
thrown in their proper perspective the present ideas and
opinions of schoolmen in Montana* The history of this prob
lem in Montana must ini^ove a careful study of conditions
that have existed throughout the various periods of our ter
ritorial and state development, how leaders in educational
endeavor have reasoned that the issues might best be met,
all legislation In any way related to the question, and how
these ideas and laws have functioned when put into practice*
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2
V*lth a knowle<ino of v/liat ooc&aionod the difficulties of
the past and bow and with wliat success they were mot, we are
In a position to judne more accurately of the proper disposal
of the criticisms of the present plan for toxthoolc selection
and adoption in Montana and the sug%;estion@ for its improve
ment#

A prope rly devised ques11onnaire seat to a sufficient

number of schools in Montana must be used to get these criticisms and ausgestiono*
TI%e replies to the questionnaire must be so interpreted
as to give definite Ideas of wlmt Montana schoolmen through
their experience have found to be e^tcellent in our rmtbod of
textbook selection end adoption and wlmt they have likewise
diocovored to be faulty#

Prom tîielr replies equally deflnlto

ideas must be secured as to how those faults may be remedied*
Finally, a conclusion based on these replies and W m t

is

to be learned from the history of the problem in tlils State
must yield a plan for selection and adoption that lacks tlie
InlTierent faults of the present system and that will meet our
needs in Montana*
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CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNIFORM TEXTCOuK PLAN IN !'ONTANA

3

Along with the other problems confronting the first
settlers In Montana In providing education for their child
ren was tht-t of textbooks*

Undoubtedly a large portion of

the textbooks used in the first few schools set up were those
that the families had brought with them.

Since they came from

practically every state in the Union and some of the terri
tories, there was, of course, a rather heterogeneous collec
tion of books to be found in each school*

That this must have

caused a great deal of confusion and interfered with effec
tive teaching may be gleaned from the fact one of the first
laws passed at the first session of the territorial legisla
ture provided that:

1
It shall be the duty of the directors to visit the
schools of their respective districts at least once each
terra* They shall endeavor, in connection with the county
superintendent, to procure the introduction of a good
and uniform system of school books in the district*
• *
There was nothing in this law that made the adoption of
uniform textbooks obligatory and it provided only for uni
formity within the district*

It is doubtful if any atteir^t

was made to make the textbooks for a whole county uniform*
Since the teacher was looked to to pass judgment on what texts
were to be used, parents sometimes found that they would
have to purchase new books with the coming of each new
1* Laws of Montana Territoi^J F i r s t R e g u l a r SessionJ 1S64,
Section 8, Chapter 5, Session Laws of lèè4, p* 439*
(Copy to be found in the Montana State Law Library,
Helena, Montana*)
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teacher, an Item of no little expense» It is to be assumed
that people moving from one district to another often found
that the new school had an entirely different group of books,
making the change in school systems difficult for the child»
The need for uniformity mist have been apparent to every
one connected with the territorial school system» There was,
however, the cost to the parents to be considered, since the
adoption of a lost of textbooks would mean the discarding of
many still useful books and the purchasing at one time of a
new set for each boy and girl in school» By 1870 the problem
had become important enough that the legislature more or less
gave the territorial superintendent of public instruction
complete charge of the matter and he set about to select a
uniform series of books for the schools of the territory» His
description of the deciding factors in his selection of text
books gives us a fair picture of the situation at the time »
2
In deciding upon the list of textbooks to be used
in our schools, I was chiefly guided by the comparative
number of any one kind that I found in use, resting my
choice upon those which will accommodate the most and
discommode the smallest number# I will not pretend that
this was a very exalted principle of selection, but in
a country situated as this is at present, where so much
time is required to get any satisfactory results by cor
respondence, or to receive response to orders sent and
where retail rates of school books are so exorbitant,
it seemed better to choose from such as were in use,
those which would cause the least delay, confusion, and
expense than to seek to be guided .very nicely by super
ior merit only* » *
a# Biennial Report of Cornelius Hedges. Superintendent of
Public Instruction for the Years 1872-75» 18747~“(Copy
on file in the office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Helena, Montana) p. 13
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No mention of uniform textbooks occurs In the reports
of the superintendent of public Instruction from 1874 to
1878•

It would seem that the legislature had mace no provision

for the enforcement of the selection made in 1874 since the

*

superintendent In his report In 1879 deplores in no uncertain
terms the sad state of affairs*
3
"Our present school law permits an endless variety
of textbooks, and the consequence Is an utter lack of
uniformity In the books used* In many Instances each
new teacher Introduces new and different books and the
parents are compelled to Incur the expense of a now set
before the former ones are worn out, • • •"
He continues his report with a recommendation to the
territorial governor relative to the situation*
4
"To obviate this needless expense and Injury as well as
the confusion It causes In the schools, some enactment
that would secure uniformity Is deemed worthy of con
sideration*
I recommend that a law be enacted authoriz
ing your Excellency to appoint a committee of three
persons from different portions of the Territory to be
known as a Text Book Commission, who shall secure a
uniform system of textbooks for the use of the public
schools, care being taken to discriminate between books
published In the Interest of the schools and those put
forth In the interest of the publishers* The committee .
should correspond with county superintendents, teachers,
and publishers and thoroughly examine the best obtainable
books and select the most desirable series, covering
the studies now prescribed by law, and these books should
be known and designated as the "prescribed series" , and
be used In all the public schools during the five years
next succeeding their Introduction* * . *"
* A careful perusal of the statutes of the territorial leglslature during this time (1870-78) reveals nothing that would
enable the authorities to enforce any uniform textbook adop
tion*
3* Wright, C
Report of the Superintendent of Public In
struction for the Years 1877-78» CÎ870 *T”p* G [Copy to
be found” In the Montana Historical Library, Helena;
4* Wright, loc, cit*
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It was not until February 23, 1801, however, that the
first uniform textbook law,that may really be regarded as
such, was enacted*

This law provided tliat

5
• • .the publishers (a) file their bonds, each in the
penal sum of one thousand dollars, with two sufficient
securities, with the Territorial secretary, for the per
formance of the contract; * * • (b) to f u r ^ s h a speci
fied series of books at certain prices in Kew York to
all merchants and school trustees desiring the same;
also, to keep on hand and for sale said books at retail
prices in at least one town in each county in the Ter
ritory; (c) That they will prepare a special edition of
lcIonteith»s Comprehensive Geography, which shall contain
a reasonable and proper amount of special geography of
Montana ; (d) That they shall maintain the "Mechanical
excellence" of the books adopted and keep constantly
revised those which require revision; # . #
The textbooks adopted were to be used for a period of
four years beginning July 2, 1882.

The recommendations of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction were not wholly followed,
for the books were not selected by a committee known as the *
"Text Book Commission", but by the members of the Territorial
Legislature.
The law of 1881 seemed to meet with approval in most
quarters.

The Superintendent of Public Instruction in his

A m u a l Report of ihe Superintendent of
Public Instruction. Territory of Montana. 1881# 1881
p. 17-19. (Copy to be found in the Montana Historical
Library, Helena)
* The textbooks adopted were as follows : G
1. Watson*3 Independent Series of Readers
2. Wat s o n ’s Independent C h i l d ’s Speller.
3. Swinton’s Word Rook
4. Monteith’s Elementary and Comprehensive Geographies
5. Robinson’s First Book in Arithmetic
6. S i l l ’s Practical Lessons in English
7. Barnes’ Brief History of the United States
-6, Robinson*s Complete Arithmetic
The Spe nce r i a n Copy Books,
6. Wright, on. c i t ., p. 25
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report made In 1884 states,

7
The two principal objects sought by the text-book law
has (have) been secured* Uniformity has been obtained
and children removing from one part of the territory to
another, have not been compelled to purchase new books
on returning to school* A still more important gain to
the people has leen the ability to obtain school books at
a uniform reduced rate in every county# it is not claimed
that the publishing houses with whom contract was madô
to supply the text books at a schedule of prices set
forth by law made any reduction from their usual rates
to dealers# The money advantage to the public came
through the arrangement by which the retail dealer, in
consideration of a larger and surer trade, charged less
retail profit# Tliere has been but little complaint
during the continuance of the law of failure to comply
with its terras, and whenever such complaint has been
made, they have been promptly attended to and the cause
removed#
At the recent Territorial Teachers» Institute, in
which were gathered some of the ablest and most success
ful teachers and county superintendents, it was voted
unanimously, that the p r ’noiple of uniformity of text
books established by law and furnished at moderate fixed
prices, had worked well and should be continued#
With such record of experience and endorsements it is
presumed that some similar text book law will be adopted
at your present session# . # .
Since this law and the list of adopted textbooks wo aid
expire on July 2, 1886, and a new law and new list of adoptions
would have to be made in 1885 by legislature to secure
a continuance of the program, it is probable that the above
report was rather highly colored#

Evidence may be had that

it did not function quite as smoothly as indicated#

Hot all

teachers were satisfied with the adoptions, some parents ob
jected to having to purchase an entirely new set of books for
7. lledftes. Cornélius. Sixth Annual Renolrt^of the "^ocrintend
dent of Public I n s t m e t i o n of the Territory of iontana
for the year 1884# (1884) 'p# 5^-59# (Copy to be fo nd
in the Montana Historical Library, Helena)
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c
It wcta dlfilcult to occur

d* alors In every county «riio \^ould

wish to handle the hoo!:s on the small mari::ln of profit that
the le :al price provided*

Trila was especial.;y true In riosoula

0
and Custer counties*

Arran;,:e%3cnta wore finally m d © by the

publishers so that provisions of tSi© law wore mot in

t;ood

faith and the textbooks wore on sale

In the

in every county

territory*

That the Territorial Toacliers* Association was not always
in unanimous accord with the textbooks selected is found in
the following*
9
The Kwrlt of these respective text-books was inado the
subject for special consldezmtlon at tîie meeting; of the
Territorial Teachers* Association* With the exception of
cone of the rdnor criticions, t^io books wore all conmended, after duo deliberation by the respective corr.ilttoes to wJiich they were referred* Pcrlmpa no subject Is
nor© fruitful of discussion and affords G^MSund for wider
differences of opinion than the relative merits
of the
various series or textbooks* The jud/prmnt la often warped
in favor of those with w!iich we arc most familiar, and
especially tlios© that w© îmvc used in class as a teacher
and iAipll* * * *
?r.6llc tîie superintimdent does not cot'B right out and state
tlmt s o m of the teachers were more or less behind the times,
yet the last sentence in the above paragrapîi cited carries
a considerable sting l.i it*
It Is altogether probable tlmt the matter of leaving the
selection of the textbooks to tine territorial legislature was

R lone of contention, to
involving clmrrtcs of corrtr^tion
fc"*" i;^rl7iit. G* ." iOurtH Annual P.enort
t!\o Sunerinte dort of
I M M i c Ino true 11 on Tor tlie year IG' i!^*
p*
liuopy to be found in the ofÏ ice oi the Cupcrintor.dcnt
of Ikibllc Instruction, belena, îlontana)
9* Wrigîit, ©2* cit*. p* C5*
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and suspicions of unethical practices, but In the opinion of
the State Superintendent of Public instruction the legisla
ture was the only body that should perform this function#
In a recommendation to the territorial assembly In 1885 he
statest

10
So long as It la agreed that uniformity Is a good thing
and that when any book Is adopted. It should be used for
at least four years, why should not the adoption be made
directly by the legislature on the best terms that com
petition will offer between books*of nearly equal excel
lence? If you devolve this duty upon any territorial,
county, or district board, the same struggle with agents
ensues, followed by charges or suspicions of Indirect and
Improper Influence #
It seems best for all concerned that this Issue be set
tled where It first rises, before and by the people's
representatives# It Is for you to save the people u n 
necessary expense and to see that they get the best for
their money#
With such an attitude being exhibited by the head of
the school systems of the State, the territorial legislature
adopted a new series of textbooks and passed a new law rela
tive to uniformity during the fourteenth regular session In
1886#

While the new law In main followed that of 1881, there

were several Innovations that are worthy of note#

The previous

law failed to make any provision for penalties for not using
the adopted textbooks, but there was now a yearly report
required from every school district In the state which served
as an affidavit that the required books were used#

If the

trustees failed to see that the school did use the adopted
textbooks, there was a rather serious penalty that would be
10# Hedges, Cornelius, Third Annual Report of the Superinten
dent of Public Instruction. Montana Territory. 1S84»
(lèSéT”P# 39# (Copy in Montana Historical Library, ^elena)
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applied, conslGtln.'t of a forfeit of twenty five per cent of
the coimty fund, whlcL, t2ie next succeeding year, would
catod to tlmt district*

alio-

Tîio superintendent of public instruct

ion was required to îmve printed copies of a price list of
all adopted looks,have those distributed to every trustee in
the state througih the several county superintend onto #

Tîi©

trustees were required, in turn, to have a coyy x'ost©** at tho
district ©cliool, where all patrons co Id note the prices#
Should any o f the publishers fall to corply with tho terms of
their anrdGEionts, then, tîm old adoptions would remain in
force in the subjects affected#

Ilrms publishing high school

text looks and having a contract with tho state to fuimlsh
elenontary school books, wore required to sell tho high school
books at the satae discount rates as the elementary books,
though no particular books were adopted for hl0i schools#

11

Like its prodocossor, the now law provided tlmt the now
scries were to bo used in all public ocliools of the State
for a period of four years, boglnnine in tho latter case on
July 1, ICCG#

Tho Robinson series of arithmetics, r a m e s » ^

®rri©f History of the United States”, and the ”Spcncorion
11
Coy/ locks” wore retained#
'll * y iio f k'lll'iayt W # Scvcntlit'
Ho ^ort of

tondent of Public Instruction" for''the~TcBr liJUS# (IbQo)
p T i T T " (CopyonTlle in Lontana historical library,
Ue 1 erm , Montana )
*# ilcw adoptions at this time included Iancroft*s first.
Second, T h i m , fOurtli, and fifth Readers; ; arper's Introduc
tory Ceogrephyj harper's School Ueogr&pliiy; Swl: ton's language
Primer; and Swinton'o Language bcs^oris#
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One of the last acts of the legislature In 1885 was to
enact a law providing for a textbook commission that was to
act In an advisory capacity# The commission consisted of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction and two other members,
one of which was to be a practical teacher* appointed by the
governor# Their term of office was to be for two years, that
Is, until the end of the session of the next legislative as
sembly * Their duties consisted of reviewing the texts then
in use and reporting to the next legislature what changes, if
any should be made, their reasons in full t erefor, terms on
which the books could be purchased, and any other Information
that they felt would be useful to the legislature#
The Superintendent of Public Instruction was required to
correspond with publishers and secure sample copies of their
publications along with prices at which they would furnish
them at wholesale
No records are available as to just how the comlnlsalon
functioned and how far the territorial legislature of 1887
followed Its recommendations# The legislature must have ap
proved of the plan, however, for an exactly slniilar law was
passed In 1887 providing for a new commission to make recomis
mendatlons to the assembly when It met In 1889#
12* Seventh Annual Report of the S\lpe rint endent of Public
Instruction.’^iSSST p# 50-51# (Copy to be found In the
Montana Historical library, Helena, Montana)
13# Territory of Montana# L a w s . Resolutions. and Memorials
o f . Passed at the Extraordinary Session of the Fif^eenth Legislative Assembly, August 29, 1887 to
September 14, 1887. p# 79#
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While this new commission was decidedly limited in its
powersp yet it was a step forward in the direction of having
school men represented in the selection of the textbooks to
be adopted#

Just how much influence the commission had on the

selections made in 1889 cannot be definitely determined, but
the extended list of adoptions would lead one to believe that
14
it was not incondiderable•
Changes in the law of 1889 that should be noted include
the extension of the time of adoption from four to six years,
granting the teacher the power to decide that the old bo ks
might be used for an additional year if she thougJ.it best,
and giving the county superintendents the duty of exchanging
the old textbooks for new ones, if the dealer in the county
refused to take the old books and if the school trustees re14
quested it#
In all other essentials the law remained about the
same as the one passed in 1885#
The list of adoptions was larger by far than anything
that had gone before*

Subjects to be cared for by state-wide

adoption for the first time included physiology, bookkeeping,
civics, drawing, and advanced penmanship and tracing.

While

there had been fourteen different textbooks selected by the
legislature in 18C1 and a similar number in 1885, the new
list comprised twenty three books, the majority of which were
14# L aws. Resolutions. and Memorials of the Territory of
Ilontana. Passed at the Sixteenth Regular Session of
the Legislative Assembly, 1889. (1CS9) p. 215.
(Copy to be found in the ilontana State Law Library,
Helena, Montana)•
14# Ibid#, 209-13#
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dirrerent from those of the 18L5 list*

15

With a few nonths after the enactment of this law the
territorial government ceased to exist and Montana achieved
statehood*

(î^ovember, 18G9)*

The law, however, remained in

effect until the date stipulated for its expiration, July l,
1895*

There was evidently growing a feeling that some other

agency should do the work of determining the list of text
books to be used in the schools of the State*

For the first

tine a Superintendent of Public Instruction (E* A* Steere)
comes out boldly critical of the plan used theretofore*
16
I will mention briefly some of the (suggested)
changes and the reasons for them*
First* The method of selection of textbooks. Here
tofore the duty of selecting textbooks for our common
schools has devolved upon the Legislature. It may not be
inappropriate to say that their settlement of the ques
tion has not been uniformly satisfactory* The questiôn
is one that is claiming the earnest attention of those
interested in the education of tho masses*
I have devot
ed no little time and research in the investigation of
the system in operation in other states, with a view to
making some recommendations as to the proper solution
of the question* I find that in all states having a uni
formity of textbooks and a State Board of Education
this matter is left to the State Board*
16* Ibid*, 213* The books selected included l.cGuffey’s Revised Electric Readers, Books I, II, III, IV, and Vj
Swinton *8 Word Book; F i s h ’s Arithmetic Eo* 1 and No * 2;
Barnes’ Elementary Geography; Bannes’ Complete Geog
raphy; Barnes’ Short Studies in English, Part I;
Barnes* Short Studies in English, Part II; Harvey’s
Revised English Grammar; Barnes’Brief History of the
United States; Barnes’ Primary History of the United
States; Childs* Health Primer; Physiology for Young
People; Steele’s Hygienic Physiology; Spencerian Copy
Books (Common School Series and Short Course and Tracing);
Electric Complete Bookeeping with blanks; I^vell’s
Graphic Drawing Books and Liveil’s Civics for Young People.
16* E. A* Steere, Third Biennial Report of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction. 1894. (1S94), p* 25C
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• • *In vlow of the Information and tho facta obtained,
and actuated by a desire to discharge properly the duty
I owe the children of Uontana, I recommend that this
iriportant duty be given into the hands of the State
Board of Education# Composed as this board is of men
prominent in the business and educational affairs, the
obligation imposed on them, I believe, would be discliarged with fidelity and impartial judgment. . . #
Again in the same report Superintendent Steere brings up
the subject of who should select the books when he calls the
attention of the legislature to the fact that the present
contract for text books will expire on July 1, 1296#

Let us

quote,
• # «Having as we do, a State Board of Education, this
entire subject should be placed in their hands# The
state Senate will always have a check over the board of
Education, as it has to act upon the appointments of
the Governor. . «
• • «The very name of the State board of Education
should be a sufficient guarantee tîiat this is the pro
per body to superintend this work# This provision is
given to the said Board by the proposed new school law#
•

a

«

VJhether Superintendent Steere really believed that the
State Board of Education would be a satisfactory body to
undertake the selection of textbooks for the public schools
of the State or if he believed that it was probably the best
that could be don© about it at the time is problematical..
It is altogether probable tliat his proposal didn't meet with
much favor, for nothing was done about the matter during the
session of the legislature held during the year 1895#
When the legislature met on January 4, 1897, however,
the first bill introduced in the House was one to create a
17# Steere. op# c i t .. p. 245-4G#
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16
t©xtboo!c conardeoion#

Tho 1111 Lccono law Tâion the u o v o m o r

©ionod It on I'arcb 1 of that y oar#

IC-

It provided for a co

©Ion of coven RionWr© concis tine of th© Saperintcndcnt of
iublic Inatruction, the Attorney Ccnoral, tho President of
tho State University, the President of tho Af^'ictiltural Col-*
l o % and three pul 11c ochO'-l teachers to bo appointed by tho
Covornor*

Tho ooi^isnlsslon m e

to noot yearly at Lclena on the

first :ionday in Toy and vjas e m p o m r e d to soloct a uniform
series of to%tbooks for use in the

ubllo scliools of tho

State*
It m s

provided tlmt the Superintendent of vublic In

struction m a

to advert iso for thirty days in two daily îk>n-

tana newspapers (jlvinc; notice the comnlsslonora would meet
to receive bids for ©up :lyln.c: the required teictbooks#

Tise

booîrs odopt©<? were to be in uao for a period of ©1% years af
ter Geptesnbor 1, 1097*

Tii© law specified tïmt books were t o

be selected for spollln,/, readln^;, writing# arltïiraetle, g © o Cra.hy, graizzmr, _hyclolojy and hjclene, civil .'ovemment,
history of the iInlte»J States, on

all other branches t a u "ht

in the rradod and eontion schools of tlio rtate#
'revision we.o
0* Scnool lews of tlie State ci' • on tana. 160Ü3 p* 92— ^7»

Also
haws. resolutions and renorials of the rtate of
Pas cd at tiio t Ifth Itcrgilur eonion of the be T'lnlative
Àooerïï\lv Jgyiuar?/
Yc'ct' to rareh 4.'~Tr07V Sec# 17bü
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also made for tlie commission to select supplementary readers*
Tho commission was empowered to make all necessary con
tracts for books*

The publishers were required to pass on to

the state any price reductions made elsewhere and furnish a
bond to £juarantee performance*

Any failure on the part of

the publisher rendered the adoption null and void*
7/lT.lle It had been the practice for the past several years
to make a district forfeit twenty five per cent of the
county funds that It should receive. If the district did
not use the adopted textbooks, the new law provided tliat
failure to observe the adoptions would be regarded as a mis
demeanor on the part of the trustees and the teacher*

All

schools were required to make an annual report showing what
books were used In each subject*
Perhaps the most unusual feature of the new lew was the
permission granted each district to furnish free textbooks.
If throu^i an election,It was found that the majority of the
voters so desired*

If any ten voters in the district presen

ted a petition to the trustees other than In an Incorporated
city, or one hundred voters presented the petition In an in
corporated city, fifteen days prior to the regular election
of trustees, the trustees were required to notify the voters
of an election "for" or "against" free textbooks*
If the majority vote In the district was "for free
textbooks", the trustees would have to furnish the same and
the county commissioners were required to make a special
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levy to pay for tho books*
Instead of providing five dollars per day for three
days as a maxiimim as in the old law, the new stipulated that
each commissioner was to receive six dollars per day for as
long as the commission met and ten cents r.illeage going to
and from the meetings, with a maximum of one thousand dol
lars as the amount to be appropriated to cover the expenses*
As required by law, the commission met on the first
?:onday in Kay, 1897, in the office of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction Steele*

All members were present includ

ing the Attorney General, the Superintendent of Public In
struction, the Presidents of the State University and the
State Agricultural College, and three members apjointed by
the Governor, namely, ^Prof* J * G* KcKay, principal of the
Butte nigh School; Prof* M* A, Stapleton, superintendent
of the Anaconda schools; and Prof* E* 0* Dusenburg,principal
of the Glendive schools*”^®
The coimnGnts of the Superintendent of Public Instruct
ion on the meeting and what it accomplished are worthy of
note 8
19
**The commission met at the time and place cesithated
and selected a complete list of text-books for all the
public schools below the high sciiools* Elds for fur
nishing the books were received and considered from
nineteen publishing houses* * *
The sessions of the commission lasted for four days
lù# Steere, E* A*, Difth Piemiual Re;ort of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction of the State of I ontana. 1698*
11899), p. 6.
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and a careful examination was made of the books of*»
fered* The people of the state are to be congratulated
upon the manner in which the Text-Book Commission per
formed its important duty. While scandal of the very
worst sort has often attended the selection of books
by the legislature of this as well as other states, and
has frequently attended their selection by boards of
education and commissions, not even a whisper was heard
of any attempt to improperly influence any member of
this commission. The success of this method of select
ing school books has been fully demonstrated. It was a
great and radical step forward.
The books s«elected give, I believe, general satisfact
ion. . . .
There were parts of this law that hadn't been well
considered by those who drev; it up.

In the first place the

commission was to meet once each year, the first Monday in
yay*

This called possibly for a meeting that was not needed

and it prevented the holding of any meeting at any other
time of the year, when It might be needed, should some pub
lisher go out of business, fall on his contract, etc.

In

the second place there was no provision for any specified
length of term that ttie members were to serve, though it Is
probable that since tho adoption was to be for a period of
six years the intention was that would also be the term of
life of the commission.

At any rate, when the legislature

met in 1903 an entirely new law came into existence replac
ing that of 1897, though many of the features of the old law
were retained.
The principal changes to be found in the new law in
cluded the membership, length of terms of oflice, taking
20» Laws. Résolutions. and I emorlals of the"^Btate of hontana. Passed by the Kighth Regular Session of the
Legislative Assembly. 1903. ( 1 ^ 0 3 ) p . 273-81.
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oath, of off Ice j, meetings to be public, vote of each member
must bo recorded, provisions for special meetings, further
provisions for free textbooks, books must bear union labels,
and manner In which trustees might adopt supolemcntary books.
In the matter of membership the governor was author
ized to appoint seven members, four of whom must be persons
actively engaged In the common public schools of the State•
There were to be no ex-officlo members* ,The term of two of
the members was to be for two years, while the remaining
five were to be appointed for a term of four years each*
Each member upon assuming office was required to take the
constitutional oath of office and his oath was filed with
the Secretary of State*

Upon organization the commission

was to elect a president and a secretary from among Its own
members*

It was I’urther provided that all votes cast for or

against the adoption of any textbo.k should be recorded
with names of those voting and that all meetings be open to
the public*

A full report of each meeting was required to

be made to the governor not later than the first Monday in
November of the year next preceding any regular or special
meeting of the legislature*
The first meeting of the commission was to be held on
the third Monday In June, 1903, but after that meetings were
to be held the first Monday in October of each year pre
ceding the sessions of the legislature*

The president, how

ever, was authorized to call a special meeting': at any time.
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should there be proposals to reçoive or contracts to be
corsidered, such mootîn a to I e called by '^nvlnc the secre
tary ?;lyo ten cays notice to eacli neubcr*
Ginco the adoptions nado at the izeetln - hole In hay,
1CG7, tfould no lonf^cr be in effect (tîiey tyoro adopted for
six years), tho meetIn - set for tho third îondoy In Juno,
lt-03, was for the purpose of adc;;tlni a now oorleo of books
to Î© used in the schools of tho State *.o,:lnnin: • roptecber
1, 1U03.
Vïl'iil© the law provided that upon r-etlticn in each
district a vote would be taken on tho question of free
textbooks at the regular eloctl n each year. It further
provided tlmt for the year lt03 every district In the State
mast subnit the question of free textboolco to the vote rs
Parents were ponrJlttod to i^urclmse books for their chili ron,
©von though

th- district ralglit furnish thoi».

Textbooks to be used for aupplienontary purposes in any
school w uld havo to bo adopted b/ a two-thirds majority
vote of tho trustees of that district.

All such books would

h ave to boar a r«nlon lf?bel.
■»’ior inîo'rî:iat£ n aa.hovv m w y rietricto in Ui»' iJtai© voti d
•for froo textbooks sec chapter on "Tho v.rowth of the
Ire© Textbook Idea", a ;© SI
*>»rt:.© pressure l.rought o bear Iv the unions t;,
sure
tho adoptio.: of **'^ion lalej," books was at tires
tro”.ondo 3 on occupied a large i>ortion of the tine
the comrlsoioris should havo used in cclcctin. ; tc .tbu ks. See pages 24-35
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Tho law of 1903 was repealed in 1905, but the new act,
passed that same session, was not radically different from
Its predecessor.

The principal chan^^es to be found in the

21

new law include the personnel of the connaissIon, their term
of office, manuscripts of books to be published might be
used In selection of new bo:;ks, high school textbook selection
definitely not a duty of the commission, length of period of
adoption, and provision for annual election on free textbooks.
Whereas the 1903 law had set the membership at seven
of which four must be actively engaged In teaching, the new
law specified that five of the seven must be so engaged*
The terms of the three of the members was to be for a period
of three years and tho terms of the remaining four, for
five years, but, as any term expired, the term of each suc
cessor would be for five years, except when a vacancy oc
curred through death or resignation. In which case the ap
pointment was to be for the remainder of the unexplred term#
Should a publisher wish to submit a copy of the manu
script of any textbook that was as yet unpublished, the
commission was authorized to adopt such a book, having been
at the same time given samples of the paper, style of type,
binding, etc. to be used#
lor the first time in a uniform textbook law In this
State an e press statement was made to the effect that the
coTTPniaslon was not to select textbooks for h i g h schools.
21# School Lav/3 of the State of I'ontana. Sessions of 1905
and 1907» p# 46-53#
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The period for which the new textbooks were to be adop
ted was chanced from four years to five years #
While provision was made for voting in each district
on the question of free textbooks through there being pre
sented a petitior to the trustees, as in the laws of 1897
I
and 1903, the new law stipulated that on the first Saturday
in April, 1907, and every year thereafter, the trustees were
required to have the question voted upon in their respective
districts.
The law of 1905 continued In effect until 1913 without
any cîianges.

During the session of the thirteenth legislative

assembly, however, it was set aside and a new law passed,
which differed only in a few respects from the old.

22

As far

as membership is concerned, it provided that five of the
seven members must either be engaged actively In teaching in
the public schools of the state or in state educational in
stitutions at the time of their appointment.

The purpose of

this was to permit the appointing of college men and women
who might be valuable on the commission.
For the preceding ten years the commission had been
required to meet every four years on the third Konday in
June, beginning with 1903, and every five years on the
third LTonday in June, beginning with 1907.

Under the law of

1915 the commission was required to meet on the t ird !!onda?r
L2. Session Laws of the Thirteenth Le.ilslatlve Assembly of
the State of Uontana, 1913. p. 269-76.
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la January, 1917, and every two years thereafter# The presi
dent of the coinnilssion, in addition^ was required to call a
meeting the first Monday in October of 1916, and every second
year thereafter# The purpose involved in this change was to
permit the commis si on to meet in October of each even year
and consider in what subjects changes needed to be made or
expiring contracts extended, provided that not more than three
subjects could be changed at any one meeting# If the commis
sion should recommend at its October meeting that any changes
be made, the Superintendent of Public Instruction was required
to advertise for thirty days in two Montana daily newspapers
for bids, beginning with November 1* The meeting in January
of each odd year was for the purpose of receiving the bids
advertised for after the October meeting and to let contracts
accordingly# As in the laws of 1903 and 1905, the president
of the textbook commission was authorized to call special
meetings at any time that contracts were terminated by re
els ion or otherwise ceased to be in full force and effect
and for the purpose of receiving bids and letting new con
tracts*
The period of adoption was extended from five years to
six years* Prices on the books were required to be F# 0# B#
textbook depositories in Montana, whereas, F* 0# B# Chicago
had been the stipulation of the laws of 1903 and 1906,
Before the commission was permitted to meet under the
law of 1913 the legislature was in session again and amended
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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oectlon 1003 of tlmt act,

the conrlssloncrs tc?

extend any expiring con i»act for a textbook for a period of
not noro t^ian fonr years. If in the opinion of the cotrmls-*
elon this was advisable, and at prlcoa not to exceed those
of the original' contract*
Section 1808 of the 1013 law was

anent\od to provide

that the blda for mipplylnc; textbooks

were to specify prices

F*0* D* Chicago,

Fontana cicposltorloa*

as well es F* C* I •

In the law of 1013 nothinr^ was stated as to a tire
when the trustees of a school district wore to notify the
county comclsolonorc of the aroount of funds needed to pay
for free textbo ks la event that there was not ©nourh in
the district*8 General fund to care for the entire cost of
tîio books*

23
In 1021 section 1C12 of the 1913 law was eriended

to provide that tîio trustees must Inform the county cornls*»
sloners on or before the first day of July of each year
of the amount needed to px’ovlde the textbooks*

Tlien, If tliere

was not a sufficient amount In the district’s general fund,
the coiani3 sloners woro required to ;/ak© a levy on the taxablo property In the district to provide tho funds*
mils section was a^^aln amended lu 1025 by stl^ulatliiG

that the total amount that nl "ht ^ c raised bm a tax to y^ro—
rcsaïonnrKws of~~tHo 1ourteentu to':islotlve As erbly of "
the
of r: ontang 1 ."iB* Üzm'j>Lor 14> ITectlona 1,
2 and 3#

23, I.aws m Fcrrulatiens, and iere rials of the fr vont cent h
Ho/ttilar As-'-embl!v" of 'Fo; t'oTa. 1121* p. 54*
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vide for free textbooks should not exceed three dollars and

24

fifty cents per pupil, based on the number of pupils attend
ing the schools of the district during the preceding year*
Each district was now required to furnish free textbooks to

25

the children without having the question voted upon every
year at the time of the trustees*election*
The dates for the regular sessions of the commission
were again changed in 1925*
ennium was set for

the

26

The first meeting of each bi

third

Saturday In

September and the

second Monday in December, the first meetings under this
plan to be held during the year, 1926#

The chairman of the

commission, as under previous laws, was permitted to call
special meetings if for any reason any existing contract
expired*
Since 1925 there have been no changes in the textbook
law of Montana*
24* School Laws of 'the.
o ü Upafcana * 1037 * p* 8 6 *
26* School Laws of the
State
of Montana, 1917* Section
1811, p* 101*
26* School Laws of the State of Montana. 1927. p* 85*
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THE FREE TE-XTPOCK 111 i OîiTARA
Even before Montana became a state there was agitation
afoot for free textbooks#

The first mention of any suggestion

along this line came in 10£4 in the report of the territorial
26
superintendent t
**V5Then the time comes that our population Is more set
tled, generally distributed, and wealthy, with revenues
from our prospective school fund. It may be the wisest
course for each district to furnish the books for the
scholars# It would not be difficult to show that this
was really the cheapest and best method of all, where
ver practicable# • #"
There are no records to show that the territorial legis
lature paid any attention to this or that any further recom
mendations were made for a period of about ten years#

In

1895 Superintendent E. A# Steere argued before a State Senate

27

committee In favor of a free textbook lew, but no action was
taken during tlxat session of the legislature#

Referring to

this In his biennial report In 1897, he states,
• # .Today after a more careful and coitrplete Investi
gation of this subject in states where It has been tried,
I a m more than ever convinced that justice and economy
demand that this be put Into practice In this State
just as soon as our commonwealth Is able financially.
In both theory and practice wherever it lias been
tried. It lias proven a success# 1 believe It is neces
sary to enact this law to make our public schools unllmitedly and unqualifiedly free# As In the establish
ment of a new Industry the burden of expense Is Incurred
at the time of establishment, so with free text-books the greatest expenditure occurs at the time of Introductlon. . »
26# Cornelius Hedges, Kixth Annual Heoort of the Superinten
dent of Ihibllc Instruction of the Territory of Fon
tana for lGc4# p. 59#
27# E. A. Steere, Fourth Annual Renort of the Sunerlntendent
of Public Instruction. 1G96# p# 9#
28# Ibid# p. ô-iO#
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The movement for free textbooks for public school chil
dren becan more than a century ago^ but provision at first
was made only in city school systems, Philadelphia inauguratin^; the plan as early as 1C18»

Durln ; the succeeding" f i f t y ^

years many Atlantic seaboard cities riade similar provisions*
Llassachusetts enacted the first state-wide free textbook law
in 18G4.
was

She was followed by Kaine in 1880 and by 1900 there

a total of twelve states which had enacted mandatory

laws for free textbooks*
Tho force of the arguments of E* A* Steere probably *
was responsible for the enactment in 1897 of Montana *s first
free textbook law*

The law was not mandatory*

It merely pro-^^

vided that in each district if ten voters (if the district
did not comprise an incorporated town or city) filed a peti
tion with the trustees, the trustees would be required to no
tify the voters of an election for or against free textbooks *
In an incorporated town or city the petition would have to
bear the names of at least one hundred voters*
29* iiVard V/* Keeseeker. Legislation Cbncernini^ i‘ree ■e'xtljoolcs *
p • 1*
18* School Laws of the State of Montana. 1899* Section 11,
p* 96-97.
The arguments put forth by Superintendent Steere are so
convincing that justice demands th&t they be included in this
report* The following is a continuation of his comments in
cluded on the precedin: pages
• * .In all probability the e:;pendltures for books in
succeeding years will not be over fifty per cent of the
first year, perhaps nut over forty per cent. It depends
upon the supply secured the first year* But whatever the
ex-^ense may be, it is conceded by all who have Investi-
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gated t e question to be far cheaper than individual
owners: lip*
For this very reason book companies, or course, op
pose this plan*
The free text book law was adopted in lÆassachusetts
in 1883» and the following table exhibits the expendi
ture per pupil for each successive year*
1884
;j1:2*08
1888
1.42
1892
1.75
1885
1.69
1889
1.54
1093
1.77
1806
1*45
1890
1.60
1894
1.82
1887
1.49
1891
1*70
An average for the ten years subsequent to the
firàt is 1*62#
Every ITew England State has adopted free text-books
but Maine has the best record* In Llalne the expenditure
per pupil for the five year eriod reported since the
adoption is as follows ; 1891, 1*16; 1892,
#54; 1694, ,40;
1895, *46 *
In the light o U these figures let some fond parent
sit down with his offspring and compare notes with in
dividual ownership* A word to the wise is sufficient.
Hon* Mason S* Strong, State Superintendent of Edu
cation of Vermont, in his late report makes the follow
ing statement ;
"Pro:ably no school law spread upon our statute
books during the last few years has been more acceptable
to the people than the law providing for free-text-books
for the pupils of the public schools."**
"The advantages to be derived from the system may
be briefly sumiTiarized as follows i
1st, A large annual saving to the people of the
State.
2nd, An increase in school attendance* Statistics
show that such increase is eleven per cent.
3rd, Pupils equipped to begin work the first day of
school; loss* of time so frequently resulting from pre
vious systems prevented*
4th, All pupils well and equally provided, sensi
tiveness resulting from the disparity of equipment re
moved; advantages equalized*
5th, Pupils trained in the formation of habits of
order, neatness, and regard for the property of others.
6th, Enables teachers better to classify their
schools, to place books in the hands of pupils adapted
to their ability; to do better work.
7th, It fills out the intent of the free school
system.**
In the State of Maryland n committee consisting
of eight of the most prominent educators, having Hon.
E. B. Prettyman as chairman, was appointed to thorough-
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ly investigate tiie question of free text-books and report Ita finding ;a with recommendations* This committee
on November 26, 1895, made a most exhaustive report upcai
this subject and among its findings is tho followingt
"Wo find that free text books have now been adopted
tliroughout the whole United States by ten States. and by
a very large number of districts and other subdivisions in
the other States*
In some towns free bocks have been in
use for nearly twenty years*
"We invite special attention to the as ertion that
we iiave not been able to find a single instance of the
abandonment of the free text-book system after Its adop
tion in any state or locality; on the contrary, it is
the uniform and emphatic testimony of those who have
tried it, that the advantages claimed have been fully
realized, and that the reasons assigned for opposing the
scheme have not been sustained* The cost of books has
been reduced; schools have been able to or *anize on the
first day of the term; new classes have bC' n promptly
formed durinr; the year; the attendance upon schools has
been increased; and, for these and other reasons, the
efficiency of the schools has been increased* It has
also been shown that the books loaned free have been
better cared for, and last longer, under, proper regu
lations, properly enforced, than those sold to the pu
pils « * «
"* • *In all of which % heartily concur* Then I
would respectfully recoim;end the following plan to. meet
the first cost of the introduction, viz : have the State
use the funds which accumulate in tho State School In
come i?und* hast February 1 had the honor to distribute
this fund among the several counties of the State as
provided in section 1713 of the Political Code* This
amounted to 051,027*60, or on the basis of Ol*30 per
capita of school age* Of course the same has been ac
cumulating since wo became a State, and therefore is a
larger sum than will be distributed next year by my
successor* However, this fund in a few years will be
adequate to nearly meet the entire expense of our school
system and for that reason ^ give this as a source from
which to draw to procure the introduction of free text
books «
This fund has reached nearly ç20,000 since last
January, and if the Legislative Assembly would relieve
the State Superintendent from carrying into effect the
provisions of 1714 of the Political code for one year
this sum would amount to "45,000 or 50,000* This
amount would certainly pay first cost of introduction
and this v;ould not be felt by any tax payer*'"
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ir the Issue carried, the trustees were req:lred to in
form the county coninissioners of the fact, stating what they
estimated would be needed to provide free textbooks in their
district#

The county commissioners were required to raise the

necessary funds by means of a special levy on all taxable
property within the district#
The bill was passed and became law in ilarch 1C97.

This

gave the people of the State only a month in which to become
acquainted with the provisions of the bill and the result
was it w a s n *t voted upon very generally#

Nevertheless ninety

two districts decided to furnish textbo ks free to their pu•KQ

pils, includinj Butte, Miles City, and helena.

By 1C99 it

was estimated that one third of the pupils in the state were
having their books furnished to them#
3O
In the Superintendent of Public Instruction *s bienriial
report for 1898 we find the following comment on the new law:
*'Notwithstanding the law has not been in operation
quite eighteen months, the reports made from those dis
tricts adopting free bo ks fully Justify all that the
friends of the law claimed for it# The law is a success#
The reports made to this office from the county super
intendents to whom we have sent circular letters spe
cifically asking for information regarding the working
of this law, uniformly show that the people like it. We
received a letter from a county superintendent which
roads as follows:
"Clasgow, Montana, Jan# 21, 1898
"In answer to your letter of sometime ago concern
ing free text-books I would say that the four districts
that have adopted them are delighted with them and I
think those that did n o t . wish they had#
30# I ifth 1 iennial Report of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction of the State of Montana. 1198» p# 15#
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At tho April elocti n tho four ronalnln : dlctrlcta
ado^ptea free books #
Jj-Sr>XE TIXi.0 C u iity E u ,-erir:to n t o n t*
<vn© could *;ather fi’or.i tho X*oro*:oing report tlmt the
fro© textbook Idea cas belnj adopteJ alnost linonÎEîouoly all
over tho State*

Tlmt rm-y of tho districts that toted for

fuz^ilslilnj textbooks in ICGO cere *back-alldero” by 1C02
m y be gathered frora the reports on tho condition In hontana
ou August SI* 1D02*

At the regular scîiool elections held that

year, fifty districts voted on tho Issue and of theso only
tconty tco cere favorable* chile twenty ©Igî'it trer© açalnst
the plan*

Various districts in the State owned at that tloo

a total of CS*2üO toxtbo-.-^Irs* of tô.ilch 75*030 vero owned by

districts In Silvorbow Gounty*^^
The law providing for a textbook cookies ion and which
was enacted in 11X33 m d e

it obligatory for every district In

the State to put the j)ropoeltl?,n of free textbooks up for a
20
vote*
Caualn ' the issue to bo voted upon in evtry district of
tli© State necessarily Increased the nuribcr of districts in
H5iilch te::tbooks would be fUmlsSied*

Ty lOOB there were 204

districts,voting in favor of the Issue* with 2CC opposed*
however* by lOOG* only 14D districts favored the plan*'^*' In
1010 It was I*©ported tlmt 207 districts were fumloiiing free
and the r-unber of textbooks ownop. b
Z l * î^ovcn't^i elortrjlal fie ;o>*fc oi' tîï© Pr"/

tlio districts
cr:L of

>‘u M i c

jn^tructlnn, 1 ^0 2 *"*™0tatiscai''%'v6\,oit* ux*t li#
32# TT5nth t~'1onniaX"T o '
■>ort q £ the bti^'jorir.tendor.t of >n V l ’c
"
i n s t m c t i o . XT"*::^#
tatiecai'*.©;^"o^it*" art .1 *
20* Op* C i t ., p* bl<-02*
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of the State totalled 182,012.

33

lllien the State legislature in 1905 passed the law creat
ing a new textbook comn^isslon to supersede the one set up by
the law of 1903, provision was rmde to have the matter of free
21
textbooks voted upon in every district of the state every year.
This proviso continued in effect until 1913#

The textbook

commission law passed that year made no mention of this, but
specified that voters would have to petition as was the plan
under the law of 1897, except that in districts not in incor22

porated towns or cities only five petitioners were required.
When the legislature met in 1917 section 1811 of the^^
textbook law was changed.

All districts in the state were

henceforth required to furnish textbooks free to all pupils.
Since no distinction was made as to whether high school or
grade school pupils were meant, it was understood that the
districts would be required to furnish texts for both.

Tliis,

of course, obviated the necessity for the matter of free
textbooks being voted upon each year in each district.
The method of paying for the books remained the same
as under the law of 1907#
29
Montana was now one of the sixteen States in the Union
which required free textbooks. There wei-e seventeen others
35. Eleventh îliejmïaï Reoort of the Superintendent of ïhblic
Instruction. 1910. Statiscal Report, fart II.
21.
D o . C l t . p. 61.
22#
Op*
274.
25.
C i t . p. 101.
29.
Op. Cit. p. 1
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that authorized some system whereby free textbo ka could be
furnished.

By 1934 the number of States furnishing free text

books had grown to 25, while 20 had provisions for local
option in this respect.
Only si:: States, including î.lontana, require that the^^
textbooks be furnished by the district.

In all of the bew

En^jland States the books arc furnished by the tovm or city.
In ten States, Arizona, California, Delaware, Florida, Ken
tucky, Louisiana, Maryland, New £1exico, Oklahoma, and Texas,,
the textbooks are furnished at state expense.

In South Da-

29
kota and Utah the county is the unit that supplies the books.
Tillle all States having, mandatory free textbook laws
furnish the books to the elementary schools, all but five
also supply them to their high school pupils.

Arizona, Flo

rida, Kentucky, Uew ^^xico, and ^regon are the exceptions.
Oklahoma’s law makes the matter of supplying free textbooks
29
to the high school students permissive in each respective
district•
29
In one half of the twenty States having permissive free
textbook laws, the district or county may also supply the
books to the high school pupils.

These States are Alabama,

Arkansas, georria. Kansas. Missouri. Few York. Ohio. Vlr29. Op* Cit. p. 2 For the first three citations
29. O p . Ü T t . p. 3 For the last citation
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ginla, VJest Virginia and V.lsconsln.

Fourteen of those States

provide that the districts may elect whether to furnish
free textbooks or not, namely, Arkansas, Colorado, Idaho,
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, ITlnnesota, Missouri, TTew York, i:orth
Dakota, Ohio, Washington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin*

In

four of the States, Alabama, Georgia, I’isslar.lppl, and îîorth
Carolina, the books may be furnished by either.the county or
the district, wlille in Virginia this may be done by either
the county or a city*
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CHAPTER IV
A HISTORY OF THE STATE TEXTBO -K
cüî .
l;
issxoîî
IIo minutes or other records are ava'lable pertaining to
the meetln^ja of the commissions v/îilch existed prior to 1907,
except for a brief mention of the sessions of the 1897 body
by the Superintendent of Public Instruction in his biennial^®
report*

Since the commissions of 1897, the advisory type

before that time, and that of 1903 were all killed by law,
they were real "y not a former part of the 1907 body, which
has co3itinued without Interruption since that time.
The first meetings of the commission that exists under
our present law was held in Helena on June 17, 1907.

The

members included the Hon. R. B* Smith, former governor of
the State of Montana, Principal L. R* Foote of I^illon, Su
perintendent R. J. Condon of Helena, Superintendent of Public
Instruction, W. E. Harmon, Principal %# E. Chambers of Butte,
Principal Lewis Terwilli/^er of Bivingston, and Superintendent
8 . D. Largent of Great Falls, all schoolmen, except the for
mer governor.
Bids were received from thirty one publishers to sup
ply texts in history, physiology, arithmetic, languare,
grammar, reading, spellin', geography, and writing.

Probably

the outstanding feature of the meeting was the atiempt on
the part of the typographical union throu,gh several locals
to secure the agreement on the part of the cn-' ission that
34. iV.inutea of the Fontana State Textbook Court ission. (The
minute book is on file in the of :ice cf the .Super
intendent of Public Instruction, Helena, IJontana)
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It contract for books sold only by publishers employing un 
ion labor*

Telogroms were received setting forth the status

of each publisher, though some of the messages were not in
agreement with one another in this res .ect.

Several eommit-

tees of union representatives called and were heard by the
commission*

Finally after four days of almost constant in

terruption by labor representatives the commission closed
the matter by passing the following resolution*
34
"Resolved, that it is the sense of this commis
sion that there is no evidence before it that would
characterize any house offering bids on school books
to this commission as an unfair house* That this com
mission has already acted thus far and will continue
to act in the selecting of books solely upon the merits
of the books adopted."
After making the required adoptions, tho coimnlssion ad-^^
J o u m e d until it was called again by the chairman on Decem
ber 50, 1908,

The Hon* R. B* Smith had died since the last

meeting, but no one had been appointed to the vacancy thus
created*

The purpose of the meeting was to ascertain If

any changes needed to be made in the textbooks selected the
year before*

Ko changes seemed necessary, though Judson's

"Land of the Shining iîountains" was adopted as a llontana
history text*
34. 02* C l t * p* 34
^* The texts adopted Included Av.erican Leaders and ^ eroes
by Uordy, Hew Century Elementary Physiology by Kail, the
Southwortli-Stone Series of Arithmetics, the Wei stcr-Cooley
Series of Language texts, lodern English Grammar by Emerson
and Bender, I'heeler's Primer and Graded Literature for grades
one to six, V»heeler*s Literary Readings for grades seven and
eight, Fairbanks * Home Geography for Primary Grades, ^irst
Steps in Geography by Frye, Montana Higher Geography by Irye.
Graded Lessons in Spelling by Doub, and Kerry’s Writing Books
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Several textbook com lesions In tbe past bacl wondered
what jurisdiction they had In the matter of high school
texts, thou{ÿi tho laws in some Instances stated that they
were not to adopt either high school texts or library books*
Tiie commission in 1908, however, felt

that they should have

at least an acvlsory capacity In this respect and consequent
ly made the following resolution to the legislature which
was about to convene ;
54

»
Be it resolved, that the Incoming L< gislature be
requested to authorize the State Textbook Commission
to select an advisory list of high school textbooks,
together with contract prices from which the several
high schools of the state may select their texts*”
Search of the House or Senate Journals falls to indi
cate that the resolution was ever considered*
The corainlsslon did not meet again jintll January 22,
1910.

Tliere were only four members present. Including

Terwilllger, Harmon, Condon and Chambers*

Ho lasal texts

were adopted, but several sup lementary reading books were
added to the list *

hr. T. D* Tuttle of the Montana State

Depai'tment of Health presented a manuscript, "Principles of
Public Health”, which he had prepared in accordance with an
act of 1909*

It evidently did not appeal to the comrclsslon

as a very satisfactory textbook and after the whole manu
script was thoroughly discussed they declined to accept It
until after several surrrested chanp-es would Te made.________
54*
54.

Ibid
Ibid

■ÎÎ- Ho mention was made of the changes desired*
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Kore than two years elapsed tefore the coKmiiasion met
again, this time on Karch SO, 1912*

îîew members, all of

them schoolmen, were W* K. Dwyer of Anaconda, li. A# Davee of
Lewi8town. Ward II. Kye of Billings, John Dietrich of Helena,
and C. V. i'ullerton of Butte*

These with L. R* Foote of

Dillon and the Suiierlntendent of Public Instruction made
the commission a one hundred per cent school organization.
It was decided at this meeting that new textbooks
should be adopted In physiology, spelling, writing, language,
grammar, geography, history, civics, reading, and arithmetic.
They met again on ray 11, 1912 and notices were prepared for
the papers that the conm.Ission would receive bids up till
noon of June 17, 1912 for the supplying of textbooks in the
above subjects*
All members were present at the meeting which opened
on June 17, 1912*

As in the meeting held in 1907 the labor

unions were on hand to Influence the commission in making its
choice of books.

So much pressure was brought to bear on the

commission that they finally asked the attorney general as to
the legality of requiring that all books bear a union label.
The attorney general held that such requirement wo ;ld not be
legal.

Aft e r five days thus consumed,the commission finally

got down to work on the selection, representatives of pub
lishers being restricted to 10 minutes of discussion.

Char es

brougÎT.t by union representatives that publishers were sel
ling the same texts In other states at a les

price than
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that charged in Montana went unheeded though the actual price
lists for the states in question were submitted#

Adoptions*"'

were made for textbooks in all tho subjects declared open
at the îÆarch meeting#
There was at the tire but one depository for textbooks
in the State and that at Butte#

Some complaints as to the

great distance from the depository to scîiools in the eastern
and western parts of the State resulted in the commission
expressing a feeling that there should be tv;o depositories,
one in the eastern and one in the western part of the State.
Since no supplementary readers were adopted at this
session the commission convened for that purpose on November
23, 1912#

The members were much elated over the letters

received commending the selection of basal texts made on
June 17•
The adoptions made in 1912 were for six years and
hence there was little need for a meeting in the immediate
future#

The commission had not assembled for almost four

years when called by the chairman to come to Helena on
October 2. 1916. The only new member was Doctor J# P. Howe
■» The adoptions included Conn's Elementary Physiology and
Hygiene, Palmer Practice Book in Writing, and Teacher’s Man
ual, Power’s Mpeller, Robbins and R o w ’s Es ential Studies
in English language and Grain, ar, (Emerson and
der made
supplementary) The Latural School Geography, R e i n s c ’s Ci
vil Government, Riverside Primer for grades one to four,
El3on Readers for grades five to eight, Tarr and I'cMurray*s
Elementally Geography, Stories of eroisra by Lace for primary
grades, Gordy’s A History of the United States (Indiana Ed.),
Wentworth and Smith’s Hew Elementary Aritlunetic (1907 Ed.),
Wentworth and Smith’s Arîtlimetic Part I and Part II#
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of the State University at Missoula.

The inclusion of a

school man from one of the colle^^es in the State was per
missible under the textbook law adopted in 1913*

The prin-^

clple reason for the meeting at this time was to ascertain
whether the adoptions made four years before were still
satisfactory*

After considerable discussion on the merits of

the texts in use, it was decided that except for the books
in use in language and grammar, arithirietic and geography,
all the books adopted in 1912 were still satisfactory*

How

ever, after further discussion the commission retracted and
decided that the Wentworth-Smlth series of arithmetics were
satisfactory and they agreed that no change would be made
in that respect*
Contracts were extended for two years for Elson Rea
ders, Riverside Primers, Power*s Spellers, Palmer Writing,
Elementary Physiology and Hygiene by Conn, Civil Government
by Reinsch, Gordy*s history, and Wentworth-Smith arithme
tics*
The question of the legality of the readoptlon of any
textbook now in use before the expiration of the six year
period was referred to the attorney general*

Ho mention,

however, is made of the letter's opinion, but evidently he
must have approved of their action in that the adoptions made
at the time were not rescinded later*
Superintendent R. J. Cunnln'ham of Tozeran was a
do- Rftflgion Laws of the Thirteenth Legislative Assembly of
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new member when the commission convened January 13, 1917#
Again the labor unions appealed to the commission to buy
nothing but books bearing the union label* A list of the
**50 Class A** publishers was given the commission with the
request that only *!Caii** books be adopted#
Twenty three comapnies submitted bids and the adop
tions Included Tarr end McMurray *a New Ceogiwiphy, First Book
and Second Book| Idve Language Lessons, Elementary Book and
Advanced Book; end a large number of supplementary readers
in both reading and geograpliy#
The same group met again August 1, 1917, to receive
bids for a text in agriculture# The text by Benson and Betts
was adopted#
Frank B* Baird, superintendent at Roundup, and Elga M«
^hearer, assistant superintendent at Butte, were appointed
to fill the vacancies created by the expiration of the terms
of Dr# J# P. Rowe and the outgoing Superintendent of Public
Instruction, H# A# Davee#

Though Miss May Trumper was now

S^iperIntendant of Public Instruction, she did not serve as a
member of the State Textbook Commission during the first
four years that she held office#
When the board met on October 7, 1918, all members were
p2»e30Xit except Miss Shearer# It was decided to receive bids
for supplementary material in history, reading, and civics
when the commission would meet on October 26# Feeling that
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they

would like to have sone exnresalon o: the feelings of

thesnperintendents of first and second

class districts in

ren;ard to chanr^os in tho texts used, tho following letter
was ordered sent by the secretary;
"Dear Sir or T.*adan;
"The Textbo k Commission will
rlad to rocetve
frora you any sxi^r^estions In rep:ard to chancres In nresent texts, either basal or supnienentary*
"A reply by return mail will be appreciated.
L. R# Ibote, Secretary"
At the noetln7 held on October 26, 191C, the cormission extended the contracts on Relnsch*s ^ivics. Conn *s
Physiology and RyfTione, Oordy*s history, and the Palracr
Peninanship for a period of two years.

An

other subjects

were thrown open for bids to be received on January 20 , 1919.
TÎO mention was made of

the sort of response received to the

letters sent o t three weeks previously.
Two innovations characterized the rneetin'^* bepun on
January 20, 1919#

P^rst, it was decided to adopt four texts

as basal in readin-r and, second, th't tho
be p;rouped Into several
texts

corxaission racrabers

coraraittecs, each ooraraitteo

for a certain subject*

to

study

Inder this arrangement the

meeting v/oul^^ adjourn each day after

convening so that

the

committees might take up their respective rro ps of textbooks
to study.
After four days tho élections haf- been decided^
* The adoptions : i^tone-hil s Arithm etic," hveiy tay l^ental
Arithmetic by Gifford, Lyons and Ca -nahan’s Rasy Road to
Reading, Natural Method Readers, Houghton Mifflin Co.'s
Riversldo Readers, Inlversity Publishing Co.*s Studies in
Roadin*', HI son Grammar School Readers, Young and H e l d ' s
Hiterary Readers, and New World Spoiler by Wahlforth and Rogers*
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upon by each committee and the adoptl ns wore for' ally made
by the co Tiiaslon.

^n unusi-al y Ion * list of sunplenentary

rea ers and spollinrr books was

amonrr the selections made.

The minutes of the commission state that a special
meotin"" was called on June 2 , IDIG, to consider some modifi
cations that Ginn and C©, desîred in

their contracts.

T^e

Youn;? and ^ield Readers and the Beacon Series of Readers had
both been re adopted at the January 20 session and the com
mission decided at this special meeting to extend the con
tracts for these readers for a period of six years at the
old prices.

Just what modifications were desired or In what

way the now contracts were different fro i those iscred at
the Januai7f 20 m e e t ! n ? is not 'ndicated.
. America was at the time in a highly emotional state of
mind becaus

of the war then in progress and anything that

smacked of Germany was decidedly not patriotic; witness the
naming of welnerwiirsts, "liberty Sausages” .

Complaints that

the K a iser ’s picture had appeared in some of the "Easy Read
ing” texts had come to the board.
had

It developed that this

been in a fo%ir of the borks and without tiie îmowlrdre of

t'^e publishers.

Another complaint 'rose about the color of

the flag imprinted in the cover of the fourth grade reader
of the same series.
had been cal^’ed

After t e attention of the publishers

to it they chan-'^ed this to the accepted colors,

red, white and blue.
T'is-" ay Trumper was appointed
take the nlace of*
•it. Lîlss Trumper was elected
erintendont of ■i^uhl c Instruction that a tumn for the secon*’’ terr.i.
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li* R* I'oote and met with, the corriisslon at ita ri' etln'^ on
^cto’ er 4, 1020#
and civics#

It v/as drclded to ask for bids 1n history

^ho contracts for Conn*s Pliyslolop3 and Hygiene

an»’’ the ^aimer Fennanslilp .books wer

extended for two years#

Decauso of fluctuations In manufactvrin'^ costa due to
excessively hip^ labor and materials prices at the close of
the war several of the publishers were not anxl">us to enter
Into agreements to furnish books at any sot nrlce for so
long a

eriod as six years#

Houghton Hlfflln and Co# ex

pressed a desire to have a contract whereby they would a-^ree
to sell tho books on a constant discount basis and then only
on a two year contract#

D# C* H©ath and Co# were willing to

take a six year contrmct provided that they mloht charge the
schools in

Montana a price that would be as low as t’ ey

charged schools in any other state#

“
^h© comr'lsslon was un

able to make any decision on this, since the lew specified
conditions under which contracts miglit " e made which wore
not compatible with the offers of either of these companies#
Tho bids for the subjects declared open at this meeting
wore to be In tho commission*s hands by October 2 0 #

**hen

the commission met at this time John Dietrich of Helena resifmed and %erd H* ITye of killings, a form r member, was
appointed in his place#

Among the first matters to l e con

sidered wore objections from the publishers to furnish
texts at tho old prices#

H H v o r B^rdett and Cq# declined
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tîie extension of their contract to furnish Conn*a Physiolorrrr «and Ily^^'ione, hut an;rced to sell the texts at 65 cents,
the actual cost of production#

•‘•he World B >ok Co. likewise

declined their contract for Tuttle*s Princlnlos of Puhllc
Health except for as many books as they had on h a n d #

'fi e

conmlsalon decided to extend the contracts at the advanced
prices subject to the rullnr: of the Attorney Toneral as to
the le reality of extendlnn; a contract at other than the old
price#

"^f tho contracts t h u " made were fonnd to be not le-

frai It was agreed that bids would be accepted to f m l s h
texts In those subjects affected when the commission would
meet on January 17, 1921#
Contrary to expectation the above contracts wore de
clared to be legal#

Adoptions made at the January 17 meeting

included Tlie I.:aklng of Our Country by %ilth and Burnham,
Introductory ^yierlcan history by Bourne and «^enton. Stories
of Later American History by '-ordy. Stories of Early Ameri
can history by Gordy, and Hughes* Community Civics with Mon
tana supplement#

Publishers were advised that the commis

sion felt that bettor facilities for distribution of their
textbooks be provided in thir State.
Feolln^ t;hat they could

their work better

If the

times for meet in ^ were better distributed tlirourhout the
year the commission mo e tho

ollow^'n’^ recommendation to the

legislature which was then in session:
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"!• Amendment to section 1002, C' aptcr 'CV^TII: ”The
said textbook coim;ilssion shall hold two r e m l a r ’"cetin^s
every two 7;-car3 as follows: The f^rst meet'.n'^ shnl'’ be
held on the second Saturday In September of 1922 and
every second year thereafter, and the second meeting
the second "^onclay 'n Decombor 1922 and every second year
thereafter.
Tlie ourposo of the first meetin'^ shal’ be to deter
mine what subjects, if any, as hereinbefore -rovided,
textbooks shrll be changed and expiring contracts ex
tended j provided, that chanres shall not be in textbooks
In nor© than three subjects at a^y one meeting#
The purpose of the second meeting shall be to adopt
textbooks in those subjects in which a change has been
recommended #”
It was further recommended that Section 1803, Ci^aptcr
XVIII be changed to read so that advertising for bids that
were to be received for subjects that had been opened would
go out on October 1 for thirty days.

Contracts would be let

for a terr.î of six years, with four year extensions*

hothin^

was done at that session of the legislature about either of
the proposed amendments*
C* V. î'ulton, W, K. Dwyer, and Elra Î-.

rarer ’ ad been

replaced by ïTlttie ^houp and Lydia Rademacher, teachers, and
D* S. Williams, superintendent of schools at Rozcman,
t’e commission met on October 1, 19*^2.

hen

Reca se of the serious

financial condition in the schools through out the State in
1922 it was decided to ask

the publishers to extend thc’r

present contracts for a period
adoutions *

of two years and make no new

Ihe contract for henson and Eetts Agriculture

expiring at this time, was extended for a period of two
years*

The ' achillan Co. reported that the^r were unable to

renew their u o o ‘rnphy contra't.

This was declared open for
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bids St tlio January, 1923^ noetin'".

After considerable dis

cussion It was decided to onon penmanship to bids at the
same meeting, since the Palmer system ha ' been In uro

the

State for eleven years.
However, when the commission met on January 15, 1923,
the Palm' r method of penmans bin was adopted for another per
iod of six years.

Sjiepherd's reoTraphy

for De-iinners and

Î.Tcîiurray and Parker’s Geociraphies were also adopted for
six years.

Bookmen were '"iven thirty minutes to show their

geographies.
Til88 T'ay Trumper, R. J . Cunningham, D. S. Williams
(old members), Mittie ^houp of **issoula, E, ÎI, ] aur^e of
Plenty wood, W. D. Swetland of Kali spell, and Ward î . 'ye of
Billings (now members) made up the commissio"' which net on
October 6 , 1924.

It was decided to open the subject of lan

guage and grammar and physiology and hygiene for bids.

Hr.

Dmvidson, representing the attorney general’s office stated
that the commission may not extend contracts at advanced
prices.

This was a comnlete reversal of ooinion as comn'-red

with the decision of the attorney general prior to the meet
ing of the comra’ssion January 17, 1921.
The question arosr

(See page 45)

as to whether the publishors would for

feit their present contracts if they refiised to ac ent the ex
tended contracts at the old prices,

^ho consensus of oninion

of the nembors seemed to be that should the publishers re
fuse to bake the contracts that tPieir ' ondr would become
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forfoît lin.'' Ht Tîpn toted to c3cto :Û contracta for io son and
'o ta* ArTlcxitnro for tv?o yoaro, tho t?2^car*nt coi*!co of
Grit '-'otioo for f m r yearo, readers for tuo years, an

a cl»

Icro for f'X'.r yoa'^n, the ev'^dont belief bclnf'^ tbr.t tbe

rb»

l^e era

ta^ro the contracta to avoid forfo^t5ny th '

bonds*
i.'o‘
bba»*''oi*rlll, pub”*lcî'iors, arrcod to extcid the Lena on
and Lotto ArTIchltnro for any^iero fron one to five years at
the 7'rlcoa In the old contract*
llio fact that most of the wblialicrs r^'ltisol to accept
their contracts oooaslonod the m o t l n n held IV-co^ifcor C7,
1024#

%o

a t t o m o j ronoral, ho%70ver, rule.-" that t oy tjoro

bound bv their old contracts to so opt un rxt;cnolon at the
old prices, if tho coo'dssion should tender an ortonaion*
Local dealers in textbooks t rcvj'^hout the . tato sent
In eoî-r-'lalnts to the cocioissi m

th.;t the publishers do not

nalntaln t: o prices that vrero sti'*?5.:lated *n tliolr contracts*
Hio president and cecaoiary of tho cotzilssl "n vroro ordered
to send r a m l n -s to tho mf.dlnh rs rÂio hir. o vlol^'to ' Iho
price sohodnlo a'reed vnon*

ho notice of tho a'tor'^oy ^cncral*s o'dnton w;s sent
the ‘'iibltohcrc, however, until tho corta* sof.-'^n n t on Jmruai’y
10, 1025*

At this meet*nr a hr* Loorl of the ^''cLoo Otat"o'-'ery

Co* railed to din usa î avln^ depositories at the connnny*s
rtores In Lutto, A^lllln^o, and 'rent Tails*

* o c o ’nla’ncd

t o tho *^uhllc'".cra wore n >t noot?np t/ o ^ 'ics c "rrod t
ti denoo*torsos*
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It VTO.B rocom^'ionded to the I c rîslature, then in session,
that the law he amended to permit the commission tm have its
meet in a at other times than vAon the ler-islature ^vas in
session, with the first meeting to be on the third Saturday
of September of even numbered years and the second meet in-’ to
be on the second Monday in December of the same yc^ r.
also recommendod that

It was

nterviews by bookmen with members of

tho com lisnion be concluded two weeks before adoptions wore
to be nadc*^*’
The legislature took cognizance of the reconr-’endation
as to meeting times and amended tho textbook law acoordingly#
Thus it was that the next meeting was held on September 18,
192G*

r©w members at the time included A, G, Ecrthot of Poce-

man, a layman, and Linden TTcGullough of Dillon (not present)#
Tiie rccoTiTmendation of tho previous session that interviews
with bool-onon be concluded two weeks before adopt! ns were
rescinded#

contract for Gordy'- history was extended for

anoth< r fou.^ years and it was decided to open the subjects of
a-ricilture, reading and civics for bids#
The c o m i s s i o n mot on December 13, 19SG, as prescribed
by the n> w la"; for the purpose of receive
b i d a n d making
%doptl6ns made at this meeting ^nVlucted tiie following :.. .
Boys and Girls of akeun Town (physiology and hygiene);
The C h i l d *3 Day (physiology and hygiene), Ila dbook of i^oalthj
Oral and iVritten i^n 'lish by Potter, Jeschke and Gilbert;
essential D a n ^ a "o Dap: ts by Cowan, Betz and Charters *
Contracts v/ero extended for Benson and Betts* A-ricrlture
for two years, Stone-biii s arlt’
-mictlcs for four years,
Everyday * ontal Aritbmef ic for four years, and '.orId Bpcllors for four years#
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so
adoptions for the cubjecta thro\7n open at the prrvlons meet
ing. *
An nlno-.t completely new group mac’e no the com.m/rslon
wnlch met on "September 15, 1922#
only

For some reason there were

six duly appointed members at this time rncl they inclu

ded I» B* Collins of Rotmdun, Frank Bivln-^ston of V/ol" Point,
A, G, Rarsely of Savage, G, E.

Kidder of Glendive, F, S.

Lusk of ill8 soul a and the State Superintendent of Public In
struction, T'ay Tru per#

It was decided to onen arithmetic,

penmanshln and spelling*
Miss Elizabeth Ireland'^'^sat as the seventh member when
the cOKuolsslon met on December 10, 1923, to receive bids
W. A, Campbell of Helena (publisher), E, F, Bunker of
I'ozeman, and Helen Laird of Butte wer

now to the com Isslon

when it assembled September 20, 1930.

Ceoigraphy, history,

and physiology and hygiene were tlirow^ open fo^' b* 's.

Con

tracts for two years were extended for Potter, Jeschke and
Gilbert’s Language and Cramranr and Cowan, Betz and Cpartor’s
Essential language Habits $
'
* AdbptTons lnclu'(fe'c["iJ'esteru' 'Agr iculture ^&y~’-*idstoc; Loyal"..
Citizens' In by Read; Boif s-Berrll readers, grades 1-4; Learn
to Study Readers, Books 1-5; Atlantic Character ^’
U lldlng
Readers, Books I-IV; -veryday Classics, preprimcr and books
t'"rough the fou rth grade; El8on Readers, Books V to VIII,
inc.; Reading and Living, Books I a-'d II; Chi l d ’s Own 'ey
Readers; and Hie Silent Readers, Books I to VI, inc..
Elected S'pcrlntondent of Public Instr»^ctlon Bov. 1920.
Adopted Standard Service Arithmetic series, orn-Ashbaugh
Spellers, Correlated Randwriting by Freeman (Zancr-Bloser).
Extended contracts for two years for Tc'kirray and Parker
geogranhies and ShopTicrd’r. deo,graphy for I:odinners.
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It was minrTested that a "standard list" of sc'’ ool n-ppllsa, siicVi as encyclopedias, naps, dictionaries, etc* be
approved by
boards*

the connisslon and a list printed for school

This evidently rot no further as no subsequent men

tion is made of the list*
Adoptions for history, "OOfraphy and physiolo'nr a^d
hy/viono were made when the com:::!as Ion net to receive bids on
December 8, 1050**
The 'depression’ was upon us in earnest wT;en the con Ission assembled on September 17, 1932*

Publishers wore asked

to r-'duce their prices in view of the lower costs of produc
tion during this period, but as far as can be ascertained,
those havinq contracts failed to make any reductions*

The

contracts for ’.Vestorn Agriculture by Widstoo, Loyal (-Citizen
ship by

eed. Oral and Written Enylish by Potter, Jeschke

and Gilbert, and Essential Lanrpiaj^e ^^ablts by (^barters,
Petz and Cowan were extended for two years*
thr'^wn open for bids*

Feadinn; was

The following: resolution was adopte

b;f ^he commission:
"The members of the commission look with disfavor
on the practice of companies sondlnq into the State
read inif demonstrators to -^ive wholesale reed in-' demon
strations throurfhout tho State to nut over their bo l:s*
It is thoiî^iat by the members of the oorr^'' ssion that a
'■» Adopt i on s i n e lu ded f or 3il s ory IZaïcers of Cur llatlon.
Founders of Our Nation, Dawn of ■‘^orican history (Revised
edition), **merican history (:.:ac' illan Co*); for -eonraphy
home 1 oiks, home Life in Faraway Lands, The Americas, Nations
Beyond the Sens, The :nited States Amonq the Nations; end
for piiysiolo.qr and hyrriene Uy health habits. In Trainin'’ for
health, Tî-io -ay to Keep Well, The human Body and Its Care*
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textbook sboulc? In Itself carry the method and con
text to such an extent that a demonstration should not
be necessary to make Imown t: e plan of the t e -t
The commission net to receive bids for readers on
Deoenber 12, 1932.*
The entire board, conposed of W* A. Canpbell of helena,
Frank IT. ^IvUnfTBton of V^olf Point, Helen Laird of I-utto,
"^Superintendent Elizabeth Ireland, A. J. Rooney, Glen

-y©

of Hiles City and A* T * Peterson of-HjLllin'^s, net on September
15, 1934.

Lanrpiane and piram ^ar, ■rithnietic and vritinr; were

onened for bids.

Probably feellns; tlv't the main purpose was

advertlsin/; and rather m-'ncthical the comnission had the
folloivln " statement read ■*nto the minutes*
"Til© Commission went on record th^^t It would
look with disfavor on committees that were or^anlrod
within the State of Hontana by publish:no; co ^panics or
their representatives for the purpose of evaluatin?^
textbooks .**
The last moetlnT: held to date l^y the commission was
that boprinning December 12, 1934.

Tlie order of business

included receiving of bids and the adoptions for langua -e
and rramrar. arithmetic stnd penmanshln.
* Headers adopted Incluaod The 'cHlld'i^n *s Gwn Hoacer
Purnell and Cusack; Child-ntory Headers bv Ireoman, Jolinson
and Trench; Feet and Story Readers by Surralo, Ireeland,
KcLaurdilln and Skinner; Literature for Junior Hioh Schools
by I'ri'vs, ^urry and Payne; Hew Silent Headers b^ Lewis,
Rowland and ehrcs; Road^no and Living bv IÎ111, Lyman and
Moore; and Stone Readers ( S u c n t readers).
** Adoptions Included Introductory Look of the Dail-^ Life
Lanmia ^e Series, Special California Edit!"n of the Triangle
Arltlimotics, Palmer T'ethod of writing with Zanor-Blosor as
supnlomentary, and the 'hnerican Lan uage Scries.
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i; v o L U T i 11 o r t h e

S H L r c T in a A irn a d o p t i i t t
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r T F o n iT Y

rioi* to 13C1 no serious attenpt wag made in this State
to provide for tho adoption of a u n l f o m series of textbo ks#
While the Superintendent of Public Instruction in 1870 did^
select a list of books to be used, nothing in the laws of
the territory at the time made possible the enforcement of
tho selection#
Despite the recommendations of the Superintendent of^
Public Instruction in 1879 that a commission be appointed
by the governor to adopt a uniform series of textbo-^ks,, the
legislature took upon itself the task of selecting them*

This

plan was followed at each of the adoptions made durln<T the
12
next fifteen years, except that in 1885 a law was passed
providin <• for a textbook commission that was entirely advis
ory in Its capacity#

These commissions, consisting of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction and two others, one of
which must laave been a practical teacher, held office from
the time of their appointment Immediately after t' e session
of the legislature until their reports had be^n accepted by
yhe '"oxt succeeding assembly#

Hew laws were passed creating

a new commission at every regular session after 1885 until
1893.

Tho actual selecting and adopting still was tho pre

rogative of the legislature, a duty it evidently did not per
form to everyone's taste as may be '^leaned from the reports
and recommendations o
2 , On* ^ ’t » D# 13
,3. On# U i t . o. -G.
12# On# P it . n# 50-51

the ^nerintendont of Public Instruc—
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tlon at the
Though the legislature did not follow? the recommendation
that the duty be placed In the hands of the State Board of
Education, they did In 1897 re 11 .quish their privilege of
adopting textbooks to a commission created b} a law passed^®
that year.

There were to be seven members, four of whom were

ex-officio, being the Superintendent of Public Instruction,
the Attorney-General, the president of the State University,
and the president of the State Agricultural College.

The

remalnln : three were to be public school teachers appointed
by the Governor,

ho length of term was stated in the law.

To this commission was granted all the powers needed
in selecting and adopting textbooks, making of contracts
with the publishers, causing them to put up bonds to guaran
tee performance, etc.
' This CO miîssion not and functioned
manner until it was superseded

by a

provisions of the law of 1903.

in

a satisfactory

19

new body set up by the

Whether there was complaint^

as to the preponderance of ex-offlcio members in the old
commission Is not known, but that may be surmised in that
the new was entirely appointive.

Four of the members must

have been actively engaged in teaching in the public schools
of the State
16. O p * C i t .
ir . Oo. C l t .
19. Op. G i t ,
20. Co. Git,

at the time of their epoointment.
p. 258
p. 92-97
p. 92-97
p. 273-81

Ihe term of
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office for two of the memhera ?;aa to be for two years and
of the other five for four years* with the provision that
the Governor was to make new appointments on the same basis
in the event of a vacancy for any cause*
What prompted the legislature to discard this scheme
for a commission and replace it with a new one in 1907 is
not ascertainable*

21

The principal changed wore In the quali

fications for membership and the length of term*

five of

the commission now* instead of four as previously* must be
persons actively engaged in teaching in this State*

Three of

the members were to serve for a term of three years and the
remainder for five, but as any term expired the new appointee
was to serve for five years*
This arrangement continued until 1913 when the law was

22

cimnged to permit the apjiointment of either public school
people or persons engaged actively in teaching in state
educational institutions at the time*

This plan for the

membership of the commission Is the one in use today*
The reader is referred to the tables on the next two pa^es
for a summary of the changes in the membership of the commi-sslon*
21 * O p * C i t * p* 46—5o
22* O d . Clt* p* 269-76•

■
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to

B0IÏ3T

tATES

SiXPtm Of Pub#

Ziiotruotlon

Territorial
Loniolaturo
Textbook
Coimnlsaloa
and t W
Lecislature

nembors of tlio
Ler;iaXaturo

AimicriiTY

1C70

Could select
but could not

leci

Hade selection
and adoption

Supt# of Publie In
struction and two pub*#
lie school teacliors
iscs
appointed for two
to
years
1896
Uerabers of tho Lor.lelaturo

Textbook Gomdission made
roco'Ti lendatlons
to tho Logielaturo, tSilch
made adoptions
and contracted,
with the
publlahcM

Textbook
Coniriiaslmi

Toacfcbook
Coxrdlsolon

To%tbook
Coïxloslon

Tojctbook
Cj^srilsslon

Sovoa ooinbers, four es:officio, SUpt. of Pub*
Iimt#, Attorney denoral. 1897
Pres* of state Univers to
ity and Pros* of State 1005
Collec® * Ti'iree other
ncnobera (activo tcache a !
appointed by the gover
nor •
é o v ù n mofa$3ero appointed
by tiie covcmor, four
1003
of wliora m a t be active to
ly ont::a^;éd in tcachinc* 1007
Seven menbors appointed
1007
by tho governor, five
of wlion m a t be active to
ly en(-iaiiod in toaclilng# 1013
Same as above, except
five m a t eitiior bo
activo oehool teachers
or instructors from
State institutions of
t Iiiriior learning*

1013
to
1013

1

l^owercd to |
xsake oolectionc*
and to contract
with the
publishers

Sano as alx)ve

Sane as above

Sane as above
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COMPOSITION OF TUB ME3ÆERSUIP OP TEE TEXTBOOK COnîISSION
YEAR
1881
to
1886
1897
to
1903
1903
to
1907
1907

EX-OPFICIO

SUPT. OF
PUR.INST.

ACTIVE
TEACHERS

SÜPTS.
PRIHS.

1 *

2

4

9

**

LAYMEN

FROM STATE
ED. INST'S.

Ho ro<lord A va ila l»le
1

S

1910

1

6 ***

1912

1

6

1914

1

5

1

1916

1

5

1

1918

1

6

1

1920

1

1

4

1

1922

1

2

3

1

1924

1

2

3

1

1926

1

1

4

1

1928

1

1

4

1

1930

1

1

3

2

1932

1

1

3

2

1934

1

1

4

1

* During the In te rv a l from 1881 to 1896 the e x -o ffic io member wae the
Superintendent o f Puhlio In stru ction #
e * From 1897 to 1903 the e x -o ffic io members were the Superintendent o f
Fublio In s tru c tio n , the A ttorney ^ener& l, the President o f the State
U n iv e rs ity , and the Proaident o f the S tate College#
♦♦♦ Ex-Govemor H# B# Smith had died leaving a vacancy on the commission.
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TUE QUESTIO:::.AIRE
The purpose of this study vrould hardly be worthwhile
unless co^yiisance of present tendencies in textbo k selec
tion and some -e^^aluation of our present plan for adoption
of textbooks in this State were not taken#

To secure the

infonr;atlon needed on these two phases of the study a
questionnaire was prepared and sent out and a considerable
amount of research was done in the way of a cood many
niagazino articles and texts on the subject*
The questionnaire, which is to be found in the apuendix, v/as made up with the idea of getting a fair degree
of returns on really pertinent questions*

Every effort was

made to make it brief without destroying its purpose*

To

make certain that it would be representative of all classes
of schools in this State and particularly of the schools
whose heads are most active in determining the educational
policies of the State, it was sent out to all six of the
first class districts, to ten of the nineteen county high
schools, to forty nine of the second class districts, and
to thirty-five of the third class districts*

Care was taken

to secure replies from every county in the State as well as
from the four different classifications of schools.
All six of the first class districts replied, t h i r t y six, or seventy-live per cent of the second class districts,
twenty -three or sixty-six per cent of the third class dis
tricts, and eight or eighty per cent of the county high
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scîiools replied.

Of the one hundred questionnaires sent out

to all the schools selected, sc\enty three were answered.
-The questionnaire is divided Into two parts.
has to do only with elementary school

textbooks an

The first
the se

cond only with hlf;h school textbo ka.
The purpose In asking for the approximate amount spent
for textbooks during the last completed school year and what
the enrollment was for the same period in both hlgîi school
and elementary school questionnaires was to determine the
per capita coat for textbo ka in each

case for the

last year

since this would not otherwise be possible to (determine u n 
til the Superintendent of Public Instruction issues the
biennial

eport during the year 1936.

In a go d many cases

it la admitted the amounts given are estimates since in most
schools the clerk's books are not immediately avalla:le to
the principals or superintendents.
Question number 3 in the elementary school questionnaire,
asking whether the present plan of textbook selection in
this State Is satisfactory is such tlmt if It was answered
DIGTRIBUTICB 01 THE QULSTIC:.. AIRES
Aim PEHCERTAuE REPIYIRG
classification of
t cl tooIs

r irst
Class

nalres sent to eacii
G
umber of replies
6
received from each
j^er cent replying . 10Ü

Second
Class

Third
L ]ass

49

35

36
73.5

23
65.7

1

County
I-igh
Schools

Total

10

100

c

73
73

CO
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"yea'\ no further explanation would be necessary, v/hlle If
It was answered "no", question number 4 provides opportuni
ties to indicate in what way or ways the system is not sat
isfactory. .

Seven sug;esteC changes in our present textbook

law are given*

If the person answering had other objections,

sufficient space was provided for him*

The seven suggested

changes were decided upon after reading the bill for a new
textbook law presented at the last session of the legisla
ture, reading several textbooks in Education and treatises
on the subject of textbook selection, and from opinions of
schoolmen that have expressed themselves on the subject*
Question number 5 was asked for the reason that if
any law should be passed doing away with the present plan
for uniform textbooks over the State, either in part or
entirely. It would be desireable to know what the opinions
of these educators were as to whether pupils transferring
from one school to another would be affected much, provi
ded the State course of study were careful !y followed*
In asking what glaring faults (question number 6)
could be pointed out as applying to our present system of
adopting textbooks it was h -ped that a more voluntary t;.pe
of response might be had than in answer to question number
4*

In ’
t*hij? ?cspect the expectations of the author were more

than Justified*
1 eeling that many were heartily in favor of the present
State textbook system, question number 7 was provided to
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permit them to state what features they particularly approveThis was needed to make the questionnaire as fair to the peo
ple who wish to retain the present plan as to those who feel
a need for change #
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CHAPTER VII
EVALUATIKG THE AHSUERS TO THE
ELEHEHTARY SCHOOL QUESTICHKAIRE
Fifty-,seven elementary schools were represented In the
answers to qnestlons 1 and 2 *

these schools the average

cost per capita for textbooks was ^1.86 for the year 1934-35.
The median cost was vl»B15« The highest per student cost was
f und In a school of 98 students and a total expenditure of
^400.00, or a per student cost of g:4.08#

The minimum cost

was found In a school of 156 pupils, w liere no money at all
had been spent the previous year for textbooks • However, the
lowest actual expenditure for textbooks per i.jupll was 0*68
In a school of 345 p plls with a total cost of 0200*00 A to
tal of 35,468 pupils and an expenditure of 053,689*69 for
textbooks were represented by the answers from the fifty
seven schools.
The figures would seem to Indicate that the cost per
capita for 1934-35 was somewhat below the average for normal
times* A study made In 1930 shows that the average cost for
Montana for 1928 was 02*03* During the same Interval the
36
cost for nine free-textbook states averaged 01*45*
COST OF TEXTBOOKS IN MONTANA ELE:,'ENTARY SCHOOLS FOR 1934-35
Highest per pupil cost
Lowest per pupil cost
Average per pupil cost
Median per pupil cost
Number of schools reporting
Number of pupils represented
Total expended for books by the 57 schools

4*08
*00
1*66
1.815
57
35,469
53,639*69

36> L'Alaon B* Heni^T The C ^ t of Textbooks, In the Ihirtleth
Yearbook, Part II, of the National Society for the
Study of Education, Bloomington, 111*,1951, p* 231*
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Sixty ©leiaentary scliool principals or superintendents
mad© replies to question number 3. Fifteen indicated that
the present plan of textbook selection In this Sta'# is
satisfactory to them, while forty-five, or seventy-five per
cent, said "no".
Practically all of the forty-five who stated that they
were not satisfied with the present plan of selection made
known In what respects they were not satisfied by underlining
one or more of the responses under question numb r 4 or wrote
in the space provided a statement of their opinions In this
respect*

live of the six first class districts in the State

felt that first class districts should be permitted to select
their own books*

Seventeen underlined the statement that

first and second class districts sho jld be permitted to se
lect their own books*

Only five felt that all districts

ought to be allowed this privilege*

There were but three

who approved of the plan of having tho textbo-ks sol- cted
by a committee representing a county or other convenient
unit of administration*
The suggestion that the State Textbook Commission ado,t
several basal texts for each subject, permitting the individ
ual school or teacher to select from the recommended list,
met with the greatest approval of any*
five voted for It*

Twenty-nine of forty-

Only one favored tho idea of makin ' the

ado ,tlons for a longer period than at present and only
four thought it should be for a shorter period.
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SUGGESTED CHANGES IN THE STATE TEXTBOOK LAIV
Changes Suggested
Permit all first class districts to select
their own textbooks
Permit first and second class districts to
select their own textbooks
Permit all districts to select their own
textbooks
Have a county or other convenient unit com
mittee select the books for that particular area
Have the present textbook commission adopt
several basal texts for each subject, permitting
the individual school ôr teacher to select from
the reco^r^ended list
i-ake the period of adoption for a longer time
Wîake the period of adoption for a shorter tire

Number
Votlnrr for
5
17
5
3

29
1
4

There was one coimnent on tho matter of permitting first
and

second class districts to select their own books that

makes one wonder as

to the ext®it of the practice that is

intimated. Let us quotes
trict
State
it?

They do now# We do# Suppose a second class dis
adopts a certain textbook not listed by the
Textbook Commission; VJhat is to be done about

Rhile it would be very much worthwhile from the stand
point of the textbook comnission and the school people in
general to know how many schools do select their own ele
mentary school textbooks, it is doubtful if a questionnaire
sent out asking for information along that line would bring
forth the truth, because anyone admitting that he was not
using the texts prescribed by law would be guilty of a mis
demeanor and be subject to a fine of not less than twenty^
five nor more than one hundred dollars as provided in sec-
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1196^ Chapter 96# of the State school law# However^ t52
fact that some schools do Is significant# -t would seem to
Indicate that there Is not general satisfaction with the
present plan#
Asked as to whether the use of different textvooks In a
subject would make much difference to students who transfer
from one school to another, provided the state course of
study were carefully followed, six state that theybelleved
It would, three were doubtful, while forty-nine stated that
it would make no difference# Some comments, as "Of course",
"Obviously no", etc# accompanied their answers# This would
indicate that even If the textbooks were permitted to be se
lected by first class districts, or by first and second
class districts, that the lack of uniformity of textbooks
would not be a hindrance of any importance to students trans
ferring during the year.
So many comments were offered In reply to question n u m 
ber 4, that are pertinent to the popularity of the present
textbook law, that they are given herewith#
Permit districts to select their own books through
a committee representing the county or other convenient
unit.
have a county unit select texts for rural schools
and let first and second class districts select their
own#
_____ That there Is dissatisfaction with the persomdL jf the
57# School Lavi^ of the State of flontanaT 1951, p# 23#
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textbook commission may be gleaned from the following com
ments c
More classroom teachers should be Included on the
committee* High school teachers should have little voice
In the selecting of textbooks for the elementary schools*
A committee of leading school men In the State
should be appointed from the various large schools to
report a list of recommended texts to the Delegate
assembly*
Present commission should be required to appoint
committees of subject matter experts to report the
offerings in the different fields*
* . *A commission designed to select textbooks for
the elementary schools should be appointed from eujiong
those who are actively engaged In elementary school
education— not high school or college • There should be
no lay members * The Superintendent of Public Instructlob should be an ex-officlo member of this commission
and as such serve as the secretary of the commission*
Considerable comment came In the way of criticizing the
way In which the textbooks are selected at present* For in
stances
Before the textbooks are adopted state-wide they
should be used and rated by experts and school men*
Books should be used tliat have proved- to be good— pos
sibly In first class districts*
Books should be rated according to a scale*
I believe that schools should be given the option
of adopting the new book chosen by the commission or
using the new edition of tho book then in use* Just
because a book has been used Is no rei son that another
book should be used* However, new editions should be
used whenever available*
Textbooks should be on trial for a year before
adoption*
Selection of one basal text for a subject does not
fit In well with the new methods of Instruction. Ho ri
gid body of subject matter works to best advantage*
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As regarda tiie length of tire for which a textbook
should be adopted we have the following:
tlake the adoption for a shorter period of time
and repeat In the case of especially good books* This
would be better and more economical* We either have to
discard many good books now, or use books unfit and
unsanitary*
Make the adoption for the average length of life
of a book — used an average of 160 days a year.
Question number 6 asked "In addition to the suggestions
above

(in 4), what glaring faults would you point out as ap

plying to our present sys em of adopting textbooks?" There
were a total of 42 statements offered in answer to this,and
the charge that there was "too much politics" involved was
the most prevalent^ being mentioned directly in twelve of .
the statements and insinuated in several more* Just to what
extent politics is a factor in textbook selection
is not

the author

in any position to say, no evidence in any of the

records that have been perused would indicate anything of
the sort, of course*
The statements charging politics follow;
Too much politics. Disc urages study of textbooks
with view to selecting best* There should be a suggested
list and no adoption.
Method of adoption is political instead on a basis
of merit* Lawyers employed who have the greatest influ
ence *
Too much politics and trading in the selection of
books* The plan is not so bad*
Politics* Witness switch in writing systems for
no apparent reasons•
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Favorite textbook con^anles - politics*
Too political* Possible for such, a comnission to
be dominated by one or two strong members $
I firmly believe that as a State there should be a
professional committee which would receive its appoint
ment in a non-political way and be absolutely free from
any politicalblases or influences in adopting the best
books available for the use of the children.
* • « I am distinctly opposed to a politically
appointed commission or to lay members selecting pro
fessional books*
Charges that the commission was influenced by "highpressure” salesmen^ tliat it "passed the business around",
that some companies were favored over others, etc* were fre
quently made. Just how much truth there is in these charges
is very hard to say# V.hether they come because it is possible
that they could exist or the school people answering the
questionnaire actually know that such was the case cannot be
easily ascertained* Waturally the commission would be sub
jected to the most effective sales methods that the various
cou^oanies bidding for contracts had at their command, ilany of
the commissioners are approached months before the scheduled
time for a meeting by salesmen from the publishers. Undoubt
edly some of the members have favorite textbook publishers,
very much as we have favorite stores, car manufacturers, etc.
To wliat extent this may influence them in their selection of
te tbooks we are in no position to state* However, here are
the charges:

Textbook commission members are biased and influ
enced other than by merit*
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Opportunity for g r a f t .
Favoritism toward companies rather than toward
quality of material In text.
There la always the suspicion that the book was
not adopted on umirlt, that "passing the business around"
to various companies may have had something to do with
It #
Poor selections many times - undue pressure, not
real meylt, leads to some selections#
Favorite textbook companies#
It seems that certain leading publishers must be
favored#
Too much high pressure salesmanship; not enough
scientific analysis and evaluation#
The usual faults* Agents lobbying to have their
books adopted*
Members of thé commission allowing personal feel
ings to enter Into selection*
Commission appears to be subservient to the State
department #
Probably the most prevalently mentioned criticism was
f

that relative to the membership of the corandsslon# The In
clusion of laymen on the commission Is a frequent cause for
cormrenb. Many believe that there should only be active ele
mentary school teachers eligible for membership. The follow
ing comments arc typicali
It would seem that laymen have little right on the
commission#
All members should be educators; no laymen.
More classroom teachers should be Included on the
selecting committee, high school teachers should have
little voice in the selection of textbooks for elemen-
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of

tary schools* Give us more men like
__________ and _________
of
Need more school men and women on the commission*

I a m distinctly opposed to laymembers selecting
professional books*
>
The suggestion that I would like to make as to the
textbook commission is that it should be filled by pro
fessional educators with no laymen on the board.
Textbook selections, I believe, should be in the
hands of a committee of schoolmen*
Not the method of selection of textbooks, but the
selection of the commission members is at fault* Tliey
should all be active school people representing all
kinds of public schools*
The textbook commission Is not always made up of
those qualified to select a book.
Quite a number of those answering the questionnaire
felt that the selections were not always of the best or that
the system itself was not such as to permit the comiTiission
to have the tire to study the books carefully enough to make
a good selection* Others felt that the plan of having one or
two basal books was too limiting, but those persons had evi
dently overlooked that part of the law which states that the
there are to be no restrictions on the number of additional
books that may be used, so long as the required texts are
used as basal. Corrarents relative to these phases of the
textbook question follow;
Commission hasn*t time to make a thorough study.
Can't see any merit in a plan where any small
group selects texts for an entire state - especially
when only one text in e ach subject is adopted.
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Emotional factora enter into a selection because
human beings are Influenced by emotions as much as by
cool judgment *
Tho present plan denies any independent judgment
to be exercised on the choice of best books; it limits
the number of books properly available at a time when
unit instruction and problem teaching calls for many
books and selection of material from them*
Poor selections many times - Undue pressure, not
real merit, leads to some selections. Heeds in a large
city are not the same as in rural schools•
Some adoptions are not very desireable* S.me adop
tions could be used two or three years longer than at
present permitted*
Llembers of the commission allowing personal feel
ings to enter into selection* • »
iiiany books selected by the commission do not meet
the needs of the different schools and the different
communities•
At the present time we have forced upon us for the
next six year period a book which the publishing com
pany believes needs revision* They have already brought
nut a revised edition of the old book which was sold to
Montana, through its commission, only a year ago*
Wastefulness and inelasticity are charges made by some.
The system is not elastic* An excellent history
may be shown to me today* However, we are unable to use
it for five years*
It hamstrings any attenpt at progressive education
if schoolmen follow the course of study and basal texts
entirely*
It does not fit in well with the new methods of
instruction. Ho rigid body of subject matter works to
best advantage*
The expense* If a text requires replacement in
four years, you are stung ior one y e a r 's use.
Difficulty seems
>-e in discarding of books
which are in fair shape.
We teach books instead of subject matter, present
method wasteful and uneconomical*
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Many of tho coc^lalxits made by those who are not satis
fied with the present plan for textbook adoption are answered
by those who feel that it is a good plan, ikuiy of those who
indicate their satisfaction with the plan, however, do so
with qualifications and suggestions for improvement. The ans
wers will be given as much as possible under group headings
Indicative of the phase of the question treated.
Economy
The plan for partial adoption does not permit a
coitplete turnover in any one year.
Low cost. Ease in ordering.•
Usually a trifle better price.
Ability of the Commission to Select
On the whole the textbook commission has not done
such a bad job of it*
Members of the textbook comnission are certainly
better judges than most of us# Certainly better quali
fied than Montana county superintendents,
Value to Teachers and Aditiinistrators
Ecobably uhe most favorable factor of our present
law is that it frees the local superlntendet from the
pressure of book companies for selection of certain
books. The pressure is often exercised in a manner dan
gerous to ttie school man who occupies, as he does, a
public position depending on a semi-political support
for security.
Gives the beginning administrator a reliable list
of which he can be sure the state department will ap
prove. Kelps an administrator explain why he needs
books. Brings up the question of which is the best book
for a particular subject#
It saves a lot of bother in selecting texts and
dealing with textbook corç>anies.
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Value to Rural Schools
May be best for rural schools#
I think uniformity the safest policy for rural and
small schools#
Its greatest value Is In giving guidance to rural
schools#
I believe that somewhat uniform textbooks for the
smaller, especially rural, schools Is desirable#
It does tend to unify to some extent work carried
on In the rural sections of the state#
There Is need for some form of adoption where there
Is no., effective supervision#
Rural schools have little supervision and such
great and rapidly changing Individual differences In
personnel that our present uniform adoptions aupear
necessary# This opinion applies to the materials of
Instruction, but not to the method of selection*
Value of Mandatory Changes
The fact that changes must be made Is a good fea
ture# If this were not mandatory some school boards
would be reluctant about allowing textbook changes*
Up-to-date textbooks
Does not sanction old editions#
Forces some districts to get books as needed#
It Is progressive#
Textbook adoptions for a specific number of years#
N tlce to schools that a particular book has but another
year to run#
The balance of the comments purporting to support the
present plan of adoption could not be easily classified and
so are presented here In order of occurrence#
Has some unifying Influence# Brings weaknesses of
certain books to more universal notice, and hence, dls-
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approval•
I have in the past approved of the Idea of state
adoption because It should mean a more searching anal
ysis of the text# The commission, however, should avail
Itself of the group judgment of the leading teachers of
the state#
Centralization of responslldllty• Any textbook
commission members who care will be careful# Not much
Influence brought to bear without knowing It#
Textbook will always be an Inpo. tant factor of
teaching until we rewrite our course of study#
Standardization of our textbooks #
A unity for the state for moving pupils#
Oplnlong in thA aeleotlons of texts would vary*
Différât
would have favorer, texts# The texts
would have to ohangw often with expense# This la not
true under the present system*
S^me answers or statements that were not In approbation
were inserted In the questionnaire where It was asked that
the person answering would state v/hat features of the present
plan he approved of # The follov; *
We are allowed to choose our own high school books#
All but the selection#
None #
None#
Hot much to commend#
(F) for flunk.

Conclusions
Conclusions to be drawn from a study of the elementary
school questionnaire will be found on pages 114-15.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE n u n

SCLIOüL Q H L S T IO n îîA Iiæ

Quest Iona number 1 and 2 liave been discussed along with,
the elementary school questionnaire*

Question number 3 v/as

used to ascertain what differences in costa, if any, existed
per capita in the different plans of hljjh school or aniza-*
tion*

It is doubtful if the answers given have any signifi

cance*
Question number 4 was asked to determine if textbook
purchasing suffers along with other -uppllea and salaries
during a period of depression*

Question number 5 is really

supplementary to number 4 and answers to it were expected to
indicate the extent to which the providing of textbooks was
affected by the hard t.imes of the last six years*
Anxious to know what prompts school executives and de
partment e.ecutlves to want new textbooks, often in courses
where the content hardly ever changes, question number 6 was
asked with a wide choice of responses offered*
Of the answers Trill prove most interestin':*

An analysis

It will be noted

that the subjects mentioned are not of the type that change
rapidly, if at all. In content*
Some of the questions asked are for the purpose of
finding out what the determining factors in making a choice
between several textbooks are*

Questions number 7, 15, 13,

and 17 are of this type*
Some subjects are such that the content is rapidly
being changed or added to*

Questijn number & was asked prin-
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ci..ally to determine how much aware of this fact the people
who select our high school textbooks are.

Question number 9

would discover about how often changes in such courses should
be made.
In some schools, because of lack of funds or a

ope

that money may be saved, old books are kept in use as long
as they are in

ood physical condition and are supplemented

with a few up-to-date texts covering all new material not
found In the old books.

Question number 10 would discover

how prevalent this tendency is.
Question number 11 might well be explained h^j reierence
to the discussion on number 4 and number 5.

It is further

important in that it is valuable to ’m o w if this practice Is
very extensive and, if it is, the answers to question number
12 would determine the effects.
Kine possible answers are provided for question number
13 asking by whom the textbooks are selected.

Curiosity as

to the degree of co-operation that exists in our schools in
the selection of our textbooks, the evident faith that prin
cipals and superintendents have in their teachers or lack
of it, and the extent to which any atteint is made to do a
real job of selecting textbooks were some of the things that
were hoped to be learned from the answers.
Number 14, too, v/ould indicate how much care was exer
cised in attempting to find the best book for any class.
There are schoolmen who would like to have their books
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selected for tîiem by a state conr Ission for all subjects or
for a part, wblle others would like a sucr,ested list of
textbooks.

To discover th^ extent of this feellnj questions

number 1C, 19, and 20 were included.
One of the most important parts of the study would be
to learn w5iat criteria are used b;, schoolmen in making their
selections.

Question number 21 was designed to elicit this

information.
It was hoped that some of the schools had attempted
something alon : the line of a score card for evaluating
textbooks and there la a request in number 22 for a sample
if any are in use in the schools questioned.
Questions number 23, 24, 25, 20, and 27 are designed to
get information on the effectiveness of saiesmen, adver
tising, briefs, etc. in influencing a selection.

Three of

these questions were adopted from a questionnaire sent out

41

by Frank A. Jensen, Superintendent of Schools, Rockford,
Illinois.

A coi-parison of his results and the author’s

will be found on pages lOl-lOG.
It may be

debated that questions number

2C, Ç0, and SO

have no direct

bearing on the problem of this

study, how

ever, while no

one can dispute the fact that they would

indicate some highly interesting answers, they bave a very
41. frank A. Jensen, The Policies of ■Publishers in barki ting
Textboo’:s, in the Thirtieth yeorbo^Il* Rart _£I, of
the Rational Society Tor the Study of FcucatJon,
Bloomington, 111. 1931, p. 165-69.
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decided bearing on textboo': coats, utilization of nuch. valu
able mate/Ial, and the Issue as to whether the practices of
schoolmen in handling these matters are entirely ethical#
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ÎIESPV..ÜE TO TUL
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CChvCl. vLhcTlCi.' AIBE

Replies wore received from sixty hl^h. schools in the
State ranclnc from the largest with 2,200 enrolled to one
with only thirty pupils*

'^'he average enrollment of the

high schools responding was 529 while the median high school
had an enrollment of 145#

The largest expenditure for text

books was 07,025.59 and the smallest was *;75.00#

The average

expenditure was C803.57, and the median expenditure was
0318.50.

The average per capita expenditure was 02.358 and

the median expenditure was 02.425#

Tlils Is somewhat lower

than the per student cost found by I.elson D. Henry for
Eontana for the year 1923-29.
C3.02#

The cost for that year was

His report Includes a total of 23,300 students and a

total expenditure for textbooks of 070,200.00.

The present

study Includes 19,755 students and an expenditure of
045,512*90#

With about the same number of students reported

In each study It would be reasonable to assume that for the
entire State the per student cost at present is approximately
sixty cents less than It was In 1928-29.
So feviT hi, ;h schools reported their organization to be
any other than the 8-4 plan, that any significance to be
derived from the corrptrlsor’

' xtbook costs for 6-6, 6-3-5,

or 8-4 plans would be questionable.

Thirty-elglit schools re

ported that the:, used the 8-4 plan, thirteen, the 6-6 plan,
four, the 6-3-3. and two, the 6-2-4.
35. Op* ^ I t . p. 231.
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EXPENDITURES FOR TE..TB00K3 IN MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS
iti^^iest per student cost
is.08
Lowest per student cost
*89
Average per student coat
2.358
Median ner student cost
2*425
Largest high school enrollment reported
2,200
Smallest high school enrollment reported
30
Average high school enrollment reported
329
Median high school enrollment reported
145
Total number of hinh school studen's renorted
19.765
Largest expenditure for textbooks reported
#7,025.69
Smallest expenditure for textbooks reported
75.00
Average expenditure for textbooks
803.67
Median expenditure for textbooks
318.50
Total amount spent by 60 hi^'h schools for books 46,612.90
Number of high schools reporting
60
An equal number reported that they had or had not
found It necessary to exercise severe retrenchments in the
amount spent for textbooks In their high schools during the
last three or four years * It is probable that the word
"severe” might not have been interpreted the same by all of
the persons answering, but had a word indicating "some"
amount of retrenchment been used, the cliances are that prac
tically all would have answered In the affirmative*
Twenty-three schools indicated that they were using
' EFI'ECT OF THE "DEPRESSION" ON TEXTBOOK PURCHASING
HUMBER ANSWERING
No
Yes

CONDITION
Exercising severe retrenchments in
textbook ourchasing
Using books old in content, but in
good Dhvsical condition*
wV/Ôïlwy

wlXr©©

©

w

30

30

23

27
17

books old in content are among the thirty finding it neces
sary to exercise severe retrenchments in textbook purchasing.
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l ooks that 17ere still i n

ood physical condition though the

content was out of date.

Thirty-seven etatec that they used

no to'k

with obsolete content#

All twenty-three schools ans

wering this question in the affirmative were amon ; the thirty
schools replying that they had had to exercise severe re
trenchments during the last three or four years#
The reponses to the question numb* r 6 a. e tabulated
below#

The question vms

HEASOhS lOH ClIAIiUlhJ TEXTS 1. Li.OBViiA, rLAÎÎE -.'.EOrET’Kl,
lATIL, IHI-.iCK, s?a::isii, OB
-JLISH
KEASOLS
Change in co tent
Improved binding
Improved type style and size
Impro'ement in presentation of material
Desire for a text more adaptable to unit or
project method
f'ore adapted to students * needs
Tired of old book and want a change
Hew teacher wants text she is used to

lum er of
Res *'onscs
40
1
G
L5
29
36
2
1

All of the above answers are about as one w uld expect,
except the first#

Unquestionably improvement in the presen

tation of material would be the most important reason for
making a change of textbooks In any subject.

It would seem

tlint in algebra, plane geometry, Latin, Trench, Spanish,
and English that It would
adopting a now

ook*

P^^otioally the only reaaon for

However, forty of the sixty persons

replying to the questionnai e felt that a change in content
in yhese courses also was a good reason for a ne\. te:.t.
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It la altogether possible that many of these replying do
not distinguish carefully between content and a cliange In
the material utilized to bring about a new or better method
of presentation*

Obviously plane geometry, algebra, ■‘^atln,

French, and Spanish, especially, have not changed materially
d-n content since their introduction into the curriculum of
high schools*
sentation*

'Aiey have changed radically In method of pre

Most Montana educators evidently appreciate this

fact and we find that flfty^five of the sixty principals and
superintendents replying have so Indicated*
The "Desire for a text more adaptable to the unit or
project method” is closely related to "Improvement In pre
sentation of material"; In fact is but a special phase of
the latter.

Twenty nine schoolmen voted for It &

The probable

reason that a larger number did not underline it as one of
the reasons for making a change in textbooks Is that the
unit method or the project method are not in wide use in
the State*
Thirty-six of the sixty schools indicated that one of
the .rinclples used In making changes In textbooks is whether
It Is adapted to the students* needs*

%t seems ironical that

methods of presentation and content should be regarded as of
greater Importance than students* needs, unless one could
safely go on the theory that no matter what text was selected,
the needs would be cared for anyway.

The object M e of our

educational system would seem to be primarily the preparaticn
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of the students for neotlnj the problems of life.
the case,

If such is

(Could it be otherwise?) then students' neeos would

naturally be first in importance when It comes to the selection
of a textbook but unfortunately many of us are otil. teachinrr books instead of children.
Only one principal or superintendent would change books
because of improved binding, two, because they were tired of
the old book and wanted a change, and one, because the new
teacher wasn't acquainted with the old textbook and wanted a
new one she was used to.

These answers were about as numerous

as one would expect and indicate little or nothing, unless
it is that there are other reasons than those which are
usually regarded as the primary ones for desiring a change in
textbooks.
Nothing conclusive can be determined from the responses
to question number 7, "In deciding upon a new text does price
play any part in your decision?"

Twenty-six admit that price

is a factor, while t h i r t y f o u r deny that it is.

It is alto

gether probable that with most administrators the difference
of a few cents would not sway us from the book we thought
was the best, while on the other hand, most of us would
hesitate if the price was much greater.

Some schoolmen

with budgets which have been cut to the very marrow have
been forced to take cognizance of the price of the texts
they are considering if they are to be able to buy the bo ks
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th.ey need*

*’
*afcui*ally In a system where funds are plentiful

the matter of cost of textbooks lsn*t a vital problem, for
even If there was a considerable difference In price the
effect on the total expended for all school purposes would
be negligible*

A survey by the National Education Assocl-*^*^

atlon Indicates that less than one cent of the educational
dollar In 1934 was spent for textbooks*
Question number 8 was answered as one would naturally
expect It to be*

Fifty five stated that texts In the social

and natural sciences needed to be changed so that books
mifÿht be had that are up-to-date in content*
"No"*

Two were noncommittal*

Three said

Any student or teacher of ei

ther the social or physical sciences knows that his science
la alive and constantly changing, that new facts are dis
covered, that even theories, once accepted, are no longer
tenable, and new ones must take their place*

Hence any

textbook In chemistry, physics, sociology, biology, econo
mics, etc. three or four years old may present Ideas
contrary to what Is accepted today, with the consequent
result that

it

ahould be changed for

one

whose content

Is up-to-date*
Many schools find that they are financially unable to
make the changes when needed In the social ard natural
sciences*

They have found It expedient to resort to sup-

nlflmnntln-^ their old texts with a few neif — ea to be u aed
gy ^ Advertising circular, ih© John O* wintson v o * 1 joo*
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as reference material.

Forty-two sc’iO' ls have found that this

is a satisfactory remedy, while elchteen state that it is
n0t *

Just what has Is one would use to determine whethe: ' the

3ui5plementing of old books with a few new ones is satisfac
tory is debatable.

Probably the effectiveness of inculcat-

in^j the new ideas presented in. the new books rolfÿit be deduced
through testa running over a period of years, but the more
likely theory is that the conclusions reached by those an
swering, either pro or con, are based on their satisfaction
with results obtained, and as such, largely subjective.
how OFThf SHOULD TEXTBOOKS lU THE SOCIAL
SCIENCES BE OHAUUED?
Interval of Time
Every
Every
Every
Every
Every
Evei»y
Every
Every

Responses
9
IS
11
3
none
2
none
1

three years
four years
five years
six years
seven years
eight years
nine years
ten years

41

Total number of responses

Only forty'.one felt they were in a position to state
about how often textbooks in the social sciences and natu
ral sciences should be changed.

There were nine who believed

that they should be changed every three years; fifteen,
every four years; eleven, every five years; three, every six
years; none, every seven years; two, every eigV't years; and
one, every ten years.

Seeking an average we find that in
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the opinions of the forty-one, who ventured one, that the
books should be changed every 4*54- years*

It la more than

likely, too, that this would represent about the average
length of time that the physical condition of
would continue to be satisfactory*

bock

Eight expressed them

selves as unable to state definitely*
It has been the author *s experience that to be enabled
to have new books in some courses it was necessary to assign
one textbook to two students*

The prevalence of this in the

State prompted the eleventh question, "Have you found it
necessary for economic reasons to assign one textbook to
two or more students?*'
do this *

Only ten schools had been forced to

The other fifty stated that they had not*

Of the

ten which had found it necessary to give one book to two or
more students five replied that the work had not suffered
appreciably while the other five stated that it had*

Two

of those who had not tried the scheme replied that in their
opinion the work would suffer*

One of the principals who

stated that they had assigned one textbook to two or more
students remarked, "hhy should a text be used only for 20
to 40 minutes a day?"
Eleven of those who had not resorted to giving one
text to two or more students stated that they had not observed
tîaat the work had suffered cppreciably under those conditions.
The Intent of their answers was %,robab y that they had not
had a chance to observe, rather than that they had observed
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that the work had not suffered*
One of the most Important factors In textbook selection
Is, ”HSho does the selecting?**

Seven principals or superinten

dents replied that it was done by the hi;h school principal,
twelve replied that it was performed by the superintendent,
and five that the teacher or head of the department did the
selecting*

In no case did the school ,board do the selecting.

Fourteen stated that the books were selected by the principal
with the advice of the teacher or the head of the department
while thirty-eight superintendents selected the textbooks
with the advice of the teacher or the head of the department*

ïio school reported that the school board selected the

books with the advice of the superintendent, principal or
teacher, nor was the selecting done in any school by a text
book committee*

In five schools textbook committees recom

mended, but the actual selection was left to the superinten
dent or principal*
YfuO SELECTS TliL Ti: TBOCKS?
Selecting Agency
- igh school principal —
- - - - SuperintendentTeacher or head of department - - School board- — — — — — — — — — — —
Principal with advice of teacher- Sup*t* with advice of teacher - - School board with advice of s u p ‘t*r
teacher, principal, or d e p ’t* head
Textbook committee- - - - - - - - Principal or sup*t* with recommenda
tion of textbook committee*
Total rëÈponÈe'F"

Responses

Per Cent

7
5
O
14
30
O

G*6
14.8
6.2
0
16.05
46.9
O

0
5

O
6.2

12
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V.lio
cedure?

select the textbooks?

v;hat shall be the pro

Much has been written on the subject and while there

>ls little agreement amonj those who profess to know, there
•Is even less ar^reement In practice.

In Hew York State on th§®

one extreme the textbooks are selected, by a two**thirds vote
of the le^al voters present and voting at the annual meeting.
39
On the other hand In Clncinattl, Ohio, a very thorough and
most painstaking process is followed which Involves the read
ing of the books under consideration by expert readers from
the teachers* college, principals, and active teachers.

Re

ports are made on special blanks to a special textbook com
mittee of teachers, who is turn report their findings and
tabulations to the superintendent and to a special textbook
committee of the board of education.

After a review of the

material submitted to It this committee then comes before the
full board for final approval, tiavlng In the meantime sub
mitted the textbooks to the publishers for bids.

Such a way

to select textbooks is obviously too Involved for schools
as small as the most we find In Montana#
40
The practice In 148 cities was found by Jensen to be
that the boards of education would act on the recommendation
58. H. I'm henry, ''Can Politicians and Laymen Select Our Textbooks?" In Nations Schools. XIII, Ho. 1, Januai»y
1934. p. 23.
39. A. L# Hallqulst, The Textbook, !Tow to Use and How to
Judge It. Hew York, .1920. p. 80-83.
40. Frank A# Jensen, Current Practices In Selecting Textbooks
the Ele:.:entary Schools, In Thirtieth Yearbook. Part
II, of the National Society for the Study of Educa
tion, hloomlngton, 1931, u. 128-134.
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by fcîio superintendent, while In 13 the board acted without
the superintendent's recoranjendatlon*

In 172 cities studied

ho found that in only 33 cases diO the superintendent have
the authority to select. In seven cases a consnlttee of the
board had this authority, while in 152 cases the final au
thority lay with the board of education*

As indicated above

the practice, even where the autîiorlty Ilea with the board.
Is for the superintendent’s reconoendatlou to be followed*
In ninety per cent, or 156 of the 172 cities, special
textbouk cocrrdttees made studies tlmt were the basis for the
'auperlntendent•3 reeonrendatlon*

These committees were made

up of teachers, 50*6 per cent ; principals, 25*1 per cent;
supervisors, 15 per cent; superintendents, 0.7 per cent;
and board members, 0*6 per cent*

Ti.e average coiar-^lttoc was

composed of four teachers,- two principals and one supervisor*
however, a majority of the super!; tondonts replyln:j indicated
tîiat they believed a ooim^lttee of five members would bo about
the right else*
i indlng even five toacbtcrs, principals, and supervisors
In the average ilontana scho 1 qualified to evaluate textbooks
for any given subject is problematical,

but It would seen

that even an atte. 'pt along this line woul : bo better than
the current practice of having a tear her look over several
bo'.ks and perhaps have the superintendent or principal plane©
through them for fifteen or t^;cnty minutes wltl out a score
card or any definite standard for the evaluation*
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There ere several reasons for the apparent lack of a
laor© eoiontlflc method of textbook selection in Ik>ntana

high

schools • In the first place most of our high schools are so
snail tlmt on© teacher may teach several unrelated subjects
and there would, of course, be no head of a depart: ent in
such cases.

Toatiiors in this cateriory find it difficult to

know wlmt tho needs a/c for each of her different subjects,
furthermore, a textbook comnitteo in a school of this size
would ©:tpcrience similar troubles « In tho socoi d place tliere
has bo©-' until quite recently a rapid turnover of pcrso

el

in most of thGGLialloÿ ecliools and um^er such conditions it
is practically impossible to tulld up a textbook cocrdttoe
that would be able to know the nocdo of tîio coranur.ity and its
stud ©its well enough to function on a very high plane# rinally, with a rather rapid turnover of the entire teachl’i ' per
so 'nel in tho State we have had until recently a large pro
portion o f the teachers and administrators with a minimum of
expérience 1 certainly many of them îiavo not been qualified
to pick tho good from the bad among the variety of textbooks
on tho market #
In spit© of the difficulties presented above, if a comzdtte© with little ©rperienco a' tl now in tlm school system
undertook the task conocicntously and took che trouble to
study flomo of tho botter texts o^ tentlook selection, it
would seem oaf© to predict t at a better job of selov^tion
cculd bo done than tlmt wliich’obtains tlm present lilt and
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T r io s r iù t h o d #

Tîie

occuï*3 to ono os ho contecîXJlstco tho mothodo

of to%tbOv'k selection In voeu© In the h l ^ scïio -la of tills
State tlmt per^.mpa the ar.onfeicnt of the textbook law to
pe%*mlt local schools to select the!%» elemental^ school l^oks
TûX^^t not be so desirable

as %e would bo loi to believe*

T:o w K&ny books are reviewed with the intention of select,
Ing one as the text to be adopted would indicate probably
tho cegree of iKiportance that the superintendent or y.rln*.
clpal attauhea to the work of selecting a suitable text#
In reply to tiie question of how many bo:ks are examined
before a selection la made fifteen stated they examined
tlirec, sixteen examine'-, fourj, nine examined five, five exan-*
Ined six, one examined ten or more, and seven had no definite
number that they examined#
h m m Z E Oh TA irOO'CS L AintE.; riXOHl.
SEiZCTIGD IS r.%DE

1:0* of books
Responses

S

4

Ü

6

7

C

0

10

15

15

9

5

0

0

0

1

Indefinite
7

Average number of bo ks c:camlned, 4,2
/,a far as the actual number of books that should be
examined when contemplating the purchase of a new text for
a class in high school we realize that there can be no hard
ar:d fast inile# It %m@t bo born© In mind, however, tlmt where
a considerable number of sarrplos are aoked for for examin
ât ion that the publishers are obligated to pass on the cost
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or sendinn out the free copies to the charge that they irahe
for the hooks that they sell*

In the small schools, particu

larly, the examination of six or seven books uhen only a
dozen or so will he purchased appears to he somewhat out of
proportion*

That this abuse of the free sample or examination

cooy is prevalent may he found In the following, a letter^^
from a publisher ;
” • » «It is not unusual for a teacher of a one room
school with ten pupils to ask for ten dollars worth of
samples from one publisher*"
An editorial In the Ohio School makes tho following‘
s^
comment ;

'

"Dut publishers are sometimes thoughtlessly 1> posed
upon by teach* rs ^ and a word needs to he said in this
connection* The bane of the business Is the terrific
'drain In the giving of free samples of textbooks* Per
haps publishers were originally at fault in encouraging
this practice, but In fairness to them, teachers ouc;ht
now aid In checkin : the practice* Textbooks would he
sold at lower figures If this Item of sell î n ’ e^rpenses
were materially reduced* And tho teacher does hold much
of the power of Improvement in her own liant s *"
It might bo asked In this connection, "..ow many superIntende.ts and principals have not literally been begged by
textbook salesmen to be permitted to send a sar:ple of this
or that boi.k?"

It has boon the author 's experience that

with the exception of a few the p iblishors or toe :r a-ents
41* I'rank A* Jensen, The Policies of Publishers in ■arketing
Textbooks. in Thirtieth Yearbook, Part II, of the
batlonal Society for the Study of Educatlo' , riooraington, 1931, p* 171*
^
42* Editorial, Textbooks. Ohio School, June 1929, quoted In
1 rank A. Jensen, The Policies of Tublishers In I'arketIng Textbooks, in Th1 rtleth Yearbook, i'art II, of the
Society for the Study of Education, Bloomington, 1951,
3. 171.
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tond to la sue more free sample coplea tlian are asîred for.
Question liomber 15 aa to whether or not selections are
influenced by the prestige of the name of the author or au
thors indicates that without a doubt most scho -lmen are
swayed in their opinions by the argument that the book under
consideration was v;ritten by an author of note in that par
ticular field.

I'hirty-five answered in the affirmative and

twenty-seven denied that they were so influenced.

There is a

tendency for all of us to wish to appear independent in our
thinking and so circumspect in our Jud ments that a textbook
is selected entirely on the basis of merit *

It is consequent

ly hard for us to admit in many instances that the author's
name was an important factor in the decisions we make.

In all

probability the twenty-seven who denied that triey were in
fluenced by the prestige of the author were in many instances
unwilling to admit their lack of independence in tliis respect.
The same might apply to a limited extent to the answers
to question number 16#

Fourteen stated they were influenced

by the name of the publisher of the text, while forty-eight
denied that this had anything to do with their selections.
In tlie more cormion branches in school work the textbook
business is pretty well divided between all of the publishers,
but in the more special subjects in the curriculum we also
find specialists in the publication of the texts required.
This is particularly true in the commercial subjects and
industrial arts.

Undoubtedly any of the larger
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proi'uc© excellent texts in accountln^j and yet the rajorlty^®
of schools In this
keepln^ a d

ta te are usin.;^ the "20th Century Took-

Accounting" puhllahed by the South-Western

Publishing Company*

Their typln-» texts, commercial law books,

and other texts In the coimnerclal field enjoy probably a
better sale than those of any other publisher.

It would seem

that no on© could deny tiiat the name of this company has not
some Influence If ho is considering a commercial text.
PACTORS IRFLÜEÎÎCIKu- CHOICE OP II1,T].00KS
1ACTORS

YES

I.O

Prestige of author *s or authors* name

35

27

Prestige of the name of the publisher

14

48

b

50

Ham©' of author long associated with subject

The answers to question 17 were rather surprising when
compared with number 15*

Cnly nine stated that they vjere

influenced in their choice of a book because it bore the name
of an author Ion ” associated with the publication of a text,
fifty stated that they were not prejudiced by such knowledge.
It may be said that this is a healthy sign.

Certainly we

should not wish to have a condition where we would still be
adapting Baldwin *s readers, V.'entworth and Smith mathematics,
etc. unless the authors (if living) were producing texts as
43. from a report received from the South-Restern Publishing
Co. in wliich they give statistics showing that they fur
nish commercial textbooks to 200 Kontana Tlgh School, of
w-lch number 158 use their 20th Century Bookkeeping and
Accounting.
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good or "better than those of the newer authors in the res
pective fields.
In reply to the question, "Would you approve having a
state textbook commission adopt the texts for all high school
subjects?" we find only five favoring, one doubtful, and
fifty-two opposed.

One stated that he would be in favor of

this plan if the commission was "properly composed."

However,

so few favored that idea that there were no other favorable
comments.

On the othf r hand many "Ho*s" were emphasized with

underscoring and exclamation points.

Several expressed them

selves as against the proposition v;lth the following ;
"I see no reason why any should be so selected."
"I don't believe the textbook commission should
select any high school book."
"I feel school alone (teachers) best qualified."
"I feel that they should not adopt any."
The mat er of selection of high school texts by the
textbook commission has come up from time to time in the
past, but has never been seriously considered*

When the com

mission met in 1898 the question as to whether they were also
to select high school texts arose and up or submission to the
attorney general no opinion was rendered and the commission
was guided by the authority of the superintendent of public
instruction*
"High school books were not adopted, there being^^
some doubt as to the authority of the commission in
this particular.
Ho specific opinion on this question
_____ has been rendered by the Attorney General, but since
1 A. steere. Qp. c i t .. p. 6.
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the adjournment of the commission this office has held
that the commission had no authority to select hlcdi
school books»”
Ko mention was made In the an: als of the commission
until December 50, 1908, when a resolution was made to
the Incoming legislature as follows:
”Ee it resolved, that the incoming Legislature be^
requested to authorize the State Textbook Commission
to select an advisory list of high school textbooks,
together with contract prices from which the several
high schools of the state may select their texts»”
The author was unable to find out that the Legislature
paid any attention to this plea or that the matter was ever
taken up subsequently*

On the basis of the replies to the

questionnaire and the lack of any serious attempt to put
it Into practice It would seem that this is one prerogative
that schoolmen wish allocated themselves exclusively*
Asked, If they did not believe that the textbook com
mission should select all of the books for the high schools
of the State, to name any that they believed should he so
adopted we find four who agree that this might be a good Idea,
and, while no space was provided for an affirmative or nega
tive answer, twenty--three said "Ho” or "Hone” *

The subjects

for which textbooks should be selected according to the four
who approved of the plan varied so that there may be said to
be no particular significance*

Two mentioned English; two,

social sciences; and physical education, manual training,

home économies. civics, history, health, algebra, plane_____
54» Minutes of the Montana State Textbook Commission for
meeting held December 50, 1Ù08. Minutes on file In
the office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction»
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geometry, and Latin |/ere mentioned once each*
An altemative/^o tho plan of requiring that certain
books be used in higfi school courses ws^r-orfered in question
number 20, "V/oul^ you approve hav±n?T a- atate^ textbook commis
sion adopt several texts for ench srtti=3=Wist;, perm f ttlng the
individual schools to select which- of" the aeopted-irexus they
m i g ^ wish to ùae?"

Twenty-four felt that this would be a

good plah* one[was doubtful and thirty.one were opposed*

One

made the comment that this would be a good plan for second
and third class high schools and two agreed that the plan
would be all right provided that the list was only advisory*
One superintendent remarks :
"Yes, better than the present system in grades."
Others ;
"Several recommendations for several subjects, yes*
Enforced use of any, no,"
"Textbook comiuission could make careful evaluation
of all high school textbooks
making recommendations."
%hile more superintendents and principals voted against
this plan, the closeness of the voting would indicate that
there is a possibility that it might be put into practice,
but not unless it had some real value.
for it?

Are there any arguments

Probably for the very large high schools with their

department heads, teachers with more experience^ and better
trained superintendents and principals, there is no need for
it, but certainly many of the small high schools with teach
ing staffs that are both inadequate in number of teachers and
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ixi experience would benefit from aome scheme where the books
would be reviewed by a qualified group of school men and women
and a recomr ended list made*

^en states already have such a

scheme for all the high schools within their respective
Jurisdictions,*^ lline other states have laws requiring tliat
the high schools use the adopted t ^ t s and in one state,
Georgia, the board of education may pre^o'^ibe the high
OQ
school Tafboks*
One of the most interesting group of responses came in
answer to a request for what each principal or superinten
dent used as criteria in the selection of high school text
books, question number 21*

Th.e responses have been classified

and arranged in order of frequency in the following table.
In some cases a slightly different wording of

t e statement

was given, but for the sake of condensing the data as much
CRITERIA USED ÏÎÎ SELECTING MONTANA HIGH SCHOCL
TEXTBOOKS
CRITERIA
RA. K 1REQUENCy
26
Content
1.
Organization of subject matter
2.
23
14
Type, style of type, etc*
3#
Binding, durability, etc.
14
3.
Presentation of subject matter
4.
13
Arrangement
9
6.
Authors, their reputation, experience, etc*
9
5.
Illustrations, cuts, charts, graphs, etc.
8
6.
Newness of content (up-to-date)
8
6.
late of publication (recency)
7
7.
Style (literary)
6
8.
Teachabilltv
6
8.
29. Keesecker, op. cit., p. 10
* States having adoptions of two more texts for each subject
are Cal., Del., Ida., Ky*, R, C., S. C«, Tenn*, Texas, Utah, Va.
States Adopting only one text for each subject are Dlst. of
Col., ila., Kans., La., Lllss., ÎJ,
, Okla., Ore., Ind.
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9»
9*
9*

5
5
6

Complotoness
Vocabulary
Arranged for m o d e m teaching methods (Unit or
problem method, etc*)
Oè B
Supplementary materials, work bo^ks, tests, etc*
9* 5
Price (also exchange rate)
10* 4
•Student appeal
11. 3
Quality and kind of paper
11* 3
Accuracy'(also authenticity)
11* 3
Teacher aids
11. 3
Ability of average pupil to comprehend
11* 3
difficulty
11* 3
Suitability to local school program
10* 2
Publisher
10* 2
Size of book
/.11rao11veneas
12* 2
12. 2
Composition and riietcrlc
Rlcîmesa of subject matter
13* 1
Sample problems given
13.
1
13. 1
Chapter sun-'-arles
13* 1
ateriala for activities
I like to try out s e v e m l lessons on the class
13» 1
and observe the reactions*
basting value in the future
13# 1
index and glossary
13* 1
Outstanding
books In their field
13* 1
Boference material
13. 1
Point of view of the authors
13*
1
het-up for self activity
13* 1
lîseabllity, as evidenced by trial
IS. 1
Originality and brightness of content
1
13*
Bothods
and devices agreeable to State Course
1
13*
of Ctudy*
Reconmjo" dations by experts who have trleu out
13* 1
the book
Relation of subject matter to objectives of
13* 1
school through organisation of content nmterial
In units that form translation from kn wing
into doing*
V/e confer with teachers who have been success
13. 1
ful in teaching . "heir o .inion is valuable* Cn
my vacations I visit bi:" citiesj I study the
texts used by the bigger high schools* By these
rethoda I monaie to obtain the best#
..nforraatlon of sul*ject ratter given by Ration
IS. 1
al Society for the <^tudy of Education*___________
aa PCS! ible tho author to k the liberty to rr,niMno the criteria
cited when It would not detract from the i^cnce intended*
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It would be wronf; to say tbs the above criteria and
systems used In selecting high school textbooks are not
all somehow of value*

Each of them In some way may be used

and more than likely would be a help*

On the other hand it

is questionable If one could rightly say which of them is
the most Important*

Content or subject matter and organization

of the subject matter were mentioned most often, but we are
Inclined to challenge type-style or size and binding as being
more important than presentation of. tho subject matter and
several of the criteria that follow*

Perhaps the study was

not undertaken in such a way as to get the feelings of the
principals and superintendents in the matter of the relative
importance of these criteria, and so it would be better to
regard these data from the standpoint of their being an accuimilation of the things that these men have in mind when
they select books for their schools*

Almost invariably we

have some one idea that predominates whenever we are called
*

upon to decide what is the best text, automobile, or floor
finish and that one Idea is the criterion that we pin most
of our judgment upon*

Some are obsessed with the idea that a

textbook must be arranged into definite units and this over
weighs such factors as content, presentation, or'^r-^'t-tion,
difficulty, vocabulary, or suitability to the needs of stu
dents or the community*

Thirteen failed to fill out this

portion of the questionnaire.

?i/hether this was due to a
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lack of having any criteria, uncertainty aa to what their
criteria were, or laziness may not be known.

One expressed

what may be the solution of the reason why the thirteen failed
to answer by sayings
”1 h a v e n ’t given this matter much thought and so
would hesitate to give definite answers."
The majority of the questionnaires returned indicated
a fairly well rounded group of criteria, extensive enough
in most cases to give a reasonable basis for evaluation of
a high school textbook#

One or two expressed themselves as

using content and binding or content and recency of publi
cation as their only criteria#

The chances are that they

use more criteria than these, though they may not be entire
ly aware of just what the other criteria are.
Closely allied with the matter of criteria Is the use
of score cards in evaluating textbooks#

Item number 22 of

the questionnaire was a request for sairples of score cards
used#

Kot one of the sixty high schools returning question

naires used score cards and none were forwarded#

It had been

the purpose of the author to compare any score cards received
with those published by such authorities In this field as
C# R* Maxwell, John Guy Fowlkes, Franklin W# Johnson, and
others#
In answer to the question, "What Is your reaction to
magazine advertising, circular letters, salesmen, etc# as
used by publishers in bringing their books to your attention?"
thirty.seven stated they were a positive help in making a
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selection, on© felt that they were detrimental, and twenty
stated that they had no effect on the selection*

Some of the

comments which were made voluntarily are of Interest*

One

principal who stated that these efforts on the part of pub»
U s h e r s had no effect on the selection writes:
**I have the finest relationships with these men and
I am always ready to listen to their presentations. We
never select books by "signing on the dotted line", but
make selections by oursolves* I have no restrictions
on salesmen visiting teachers*"
One sup6.intendant stated:
"Sample copies from publishers beat advertising."
Another:
"Often calls attention to special features."
A superintendent of one of our largest school systems
feels :
"There can be no set "rule"* All depends on the
specific case* Each applies to some cases."
Probably there can be no set rule, but therecould
sibly be a general rule#

pos

Almost two-thirds of those reporting

felt that they were helped in making a selection through
these agencies*

Since this is a definite

majority, may we

not conclude that this Is a general rule?
REACTIONS TO THE CIRCULAR LETTERS, ADVERTISIRC,
ADD SALESLCER
Responses
Evaluation
A positive help in making a decision
Detrimental to making a go:d selection
Have no effect on the selection
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20
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Question number 24 Is in a similar tenor*

Forty-five

felt that publishers * briefs have some value In helping to
make a selection, two were doubtful, and fifteen indicated
that they didn»t believe they had any value*

Similar results

were obtained by Jensen in a study in which he asked the same
question of 167 superintendents*

113 stated that they had

some value, 47 that they had no value and seven were doubt
ful.

In' the present study 76^ were in the affirmative as

compared with 67*7^ in the study by Jensen*

This would pro

bably make it possible for us to say that ”as a general rule
publishers * briefs have some value In influencing textbook
selection*”
OFIiaOHS OF ADïilKIfîTRATORS OF PUBLISHEHS Î.RIEFS
IN IHPJLUEIiCIMJ TE XTBOOK SELECTION
Evaluation
Responses
Have some value

46

Have no value

15
2

Of doubtful value
Question number 25 is divided into three parts*

Part (a)

asks what the experience of the people answering the question
naire has been with publishers * representatives as to their
ability to give worthwhile advice in making a selection*
answers are such as to give us no significant core*’

The

on*

Twenty-nine felt that the salesmen had excellent ability
in this respect, twenty -three that they were mediocre, and
five that they were poor*

Just how to place an interpreta

tion oix these results is difficult to decide, but may we not
S6* op* c i t .. p* 165
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reason that generally the salesmen have from fair to excel
lent ability along this line and that they are seldom poor?
Most representatives nowadays are experienced school-^ ^
men who have good sellln;" ability and who measure up to a
required educational standing *
today are college graduates*

Hinety-flve per cent of them

Mo: t of them are competent to

present the outstanding features of their books*
Asked to state what their experience had been as to
the evident understanding of salesmen In the needs of the
subject twenty-eight rated them as excellent, twenty-Tour
as mediocre and four said they were poor*

In the matter

of evident training for their work, thirty-seven rated the
salesmen as excellent, thirteen as mediocre, and four stated
that they were poorly trained*

EVALUATION

Eumber Per Cent

Ability to give worthwhile advice Excellent
Mediocre
Poor
U n erstending of needs of subject Excellent
Mediocre
Poor
Excellent
Evident Training for their work
Mediocre
Poor

29
23
5
28
24
4
37
15
4

60.9
40.3
8.8
60.0
42.9
7.1
68.5
24.1
7*4

Many qualified their answers by statements to the effect
that some salesmen were excellent, while others were poor in
the three evaluations given*

Some felt that the salesmen

w ft-re often too biased for their own products to be able to
56*
c 11 ** p. 167-60
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give worthwhile advice.

On the contrary one reports that

X have found them very frank in stating that they
do not know about a certain subject.
lolloping are comments on this evaluation*

Since these

were not solicited they represent spontaneity and may be said
to come more "from the heart".
They vary much.
KoSt of them.

(Excellent)

Often excellent In fields where they are experienced
as teachers•
Mediocre, because they have ah axe to grind*
I have met all types of them.
in all three respects.
Prejudiced.
H e l d too broad.; *
Prejudiced.

Generally excellent

0 od in some subjects, not in all.
Great variation.

The charge of prejudice may not be denied.

An unpreju-*

diced salesman might be a boon to the superintendents and
principals, but it is doubtful If ho would be appreciated
by the firm that pays his salary and expenses*

A good sales

man believes that he sells the best goods in the world.

How

else could he sincerely tell you how much better this text
was than the competitor's?
In spite of the charge of prejudice or bias '"ost school
men are glad to have the help offered by these salesr en.

Cur

evidence of this fact may be found in the replies to question
number 26, "Are you glad to avail yourself of the help offered
by the representatives of publishers in making a selection?"
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A tota

of fifty said^ "Yea" *

ci^^t said, "iJo"*
make*

One was undecided, and only

The re were a few voluntary comment a :

I am clad to hear and consider the points thev
Yes, but use my own Judgment finally#
Yes, to have his information, etc#
ÎÎO*

Too biased*

Explaining their books, yes*
Glad to have points presented, but all such
presentations are biased#
Certainly, If it is a help*
Yes, some of them*
ARE MOKTAKA EDUCAjQRS GLAD TG HAVE HELP 0^ ÏERKü Bi
Evaluation
Humber Per Cent
Are you glaci to avail yourself of the Yes
50
G4.7
help offered by the representatives of 1o
8
13.6
publishers in making a selection?
?
1
1.7
A further evaluation of the publishers* representatives
Is attempted in question 27*

The results may be readily found

by reference to the accompanying table*
HOW DO KOHTAHA E UCATORS REGARD PUBLISHEhS* REPRESLIITATIVES?
Evaluation
Would you regard these repre
sentatives when making a se
lection as

«

Humber Per Cent
67.2
an asset?
41
a liability?
8.2
5
neither as
24.6
set or lia15
bilitv?

tlonnalre are due to some failing to answf r occasionally and
one grade school superintendent answering, part of the hl ^i sch*
ool questionnaire*
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Only one superintendent commented on this question and
lie made the observation that since the representatives varied
80 much, no rule could be made as to whether they are an as
set or liability# Judging from the answers given we are Just
ified In stating that schoolmen are usually glad to have
41
salesmen call and assist them in their selections# Jensen»s
study,

(already referred to) answered by 167 superintendents,

lists 59#5^ as classifying the salesmen as assets as compared
with 67*2^ in this study; 22*7^ rating them as liabilities,
con^jared with 8*2^ in our study; and 3.6^ as neither an asset
or liability, while we found 24#6^ answering thus * The dis
crepancy existing here is probably due to the fact that Jen
sen included one more Item in his questionnaire, "Would you
regard the publishers* representatives as both an asset and
a liability?**

This accounts for 24, or 14.4%, of the replies

he received# More than likely some of the answers received
for the evaluation **neither an

asset or a liability" in the

present study would have been given in reply to such a
statement as Jensen included# In spite of the difference the
correlation is close and we may safely say that schoolmen as
a ruXe feel that the representatives are an asset.
In the long run purchasers of school textbooks pay for
the samples sent them by publishers, as their coat is added
to the selling price as selling expense by the publishers.
It would seem proper and fitting then that they become the
41* op# pit# , p. 168
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WHAT IS DONE WITH SAMPLE COPIES AFTER SELECTION IS Î.ÎAEE?
DISPOSITION
NmiBER PER CENT
Placed in the school library as reference
37
60.7
Given to teacher of subject
29
39.7
Placed in superintendent’s own library
4
5.5
SoId to second-hand book dealers
1
1.37
Left in office sample book shelf
1
1.37
Ho particular disposition made
1
1.37
73
100.01
property of the schools to which they were sent* However,
only £0*7^ of the samples are placed in the library according
to the replies received* This seems to be a small proportion,
we may assume that majority of the books given to the tea
chers of the subjects for which the texts were selected and
those in principals* or superintendents* personal libraries
eventually reach the school library* In the latter case we
may suppose that probably 75^ of the samples are somehow
made available to teachers and students as reference books*
Those left in the office sample book shelf and those
for which no particular disposition is made may also get to
the library as reference books finally and we cannot say that
they have been lost to the school from the standpoint of use
fulness .

Those sold to second-hand book stores are a dead

loss to the school if the principal or superintendent pockets
the money received. If the cash is received by the school, it
may be used for other purposes. However, a question of ethics
is involved h e r e . In a study made by J. B. Edmonson replied

T e x t b o o k s , .in the Thirtieth Yearbook, Part II, of the

National Society for the S^udy of Education, Bloom
ington, I1Î., 1931, p* 206.
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or textbook companies^ 198 scbool administrators, and 42
others engaged In educational work. Seventy-nine per cent of
replies to the question as to whether It would be ethical
for superintendents to sell sarnie copies were "No"# Six and
two-tenths per cent felt that It %as ethical,

said that

It depends, and 6éS^ felt that It was unimportant# His con
clusion was that a superintendent was not justified In sell
ing sample textbooks aa private property.
ARE SAMPLE CO. IBS REQULSTED IN SÏÏEJECTS IN WHICH NO SELEC^i
TION IS INTENDED?
QUESTION
Do you have samples sent you of text YES
NO
books for other subjects that those
In which you anticipate making a se Occa
sion
lection for t
ally

NUMBER

PER CENT

14
55

24.5
61.4

8

14.1

aV

100.00

A perusal of the above table will show that 40^ of the
schoolmen of this State do ask for samples in subjects In
which they contemplate making no selection. If we consider
those answering "occasionally" along with those who said
"Yes". In this connection we wonder If such action on their
part is justifiable. If they are asked for for the purpose
of using as reference, they should be bought and paid for.
If they are asked for to fill the superintendent's or prin
c i pal’s library, they should also be paid for. Some super
intendents stated that their purpose In asking for the books
was to look them over with the Idea of Introducing a new
course# It might not be out of place to quote what one In-
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vestlgator found to te th.© general situation as regards the
45
sample question#
. . .The value of gift copies of school books sent
out b y the publishers Is estimated by one representative
at from 3 to 10 per cent of the value of the books sold.
Another states that for every 15 college texts sold, one
Is given away# The number of samples sent out by one
company last year Is given out as 192^850 copies, and
the writer adds that **we are considered by some tea
chers aa stingy#**
To secure reasons why free sangles were requf sted when
no adoption was expected, question number 30, "What is your
purpose In sending for the above sample textbooks If you do
not intend making a selection for those subjects?**, was asked.
The replies are all given herewith;
We don't send for such books, but we sometimes re
ceive them without asking*
lîatter of education and preparedness. Never know
when the curriculum will change#
We pay for them If we keep them. Used for supple
mentary class room library# ,We never ask for more than
one copy or set when adopting#
I never send for samples. I prefer not to be under
any obligation to the textbook firms or representatives.
Interest
Occasionally a book appears which Is a curriculum
departure and want to see it*
1

If the company wishes to send books - we accept
them. There are no subjects In which a selection is not
always potential*
To keep in touch with all new texts.
Noting change of content - new material available,
Advisable to change books#
45. Nelson B, Henry, The Problems of Publishers in iiarketing
Textbooks ; A Symposium, in the Thirtieth Yearbook, _
Part II, of the National Society for the Study of
Education, Bloomington, 111., 1951, p. 191-92.
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To use aa a reference
Salesman trying to interest me In them. Did not
request copy*
I rarely ever send for a sample copy. They usually
come In battalions*
For use as reference
Supplies additional material for use* We usually
buy these*
Possible change - possible reference*
To keep posted on the best possible work, having
in mind an adoption of any particularly outstanding*
I do not send for them. Salesmen offer to do so hoping to have book adopted*
I do not send for them. They are occasionally sent
anyhow*
Keep up.
To 863r/o as a guide in choosing proper books for
reference and to keep teachers familiar with new works
in the field*
I sent for samples of junior training texts as I
thTUgiit that I might sometime want to put In this course.
Possibility of new courses* Kaowledge in other
fields*
Question has no place here Î •* Ï
Superintendents from the larger school systems in the
State were almost unanimous in their statements that they did
not send for the books, but that they came anyway. If we
were to criticise any of these schoolmen, those who would
have to bear the brunt of the criticism would be those who
xaake no bones about the fact that they ask for the books as
a matter of securing reference books. Unquestionably if we
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wlsli the hook as a reference hook. It should he bought. On
the other hand. If the hook Is to he used for the purpose of
acquainting the superintendent or the teachers with what is
new in the field, should they hot buy these hooka the same
as we buy hooka for the teachers* professional libraryV lîowever, we may conclude that the largo majority of the school
administrators in this State have a conscience in this re
spect and few of them may he characterized as being unethical*
Concluaiona
Conclusions to he drawn from a study of the high school
questionnaire will he found on pages 116-19*
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ciîAFrm X
CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM A STUDY OF THE REPLIES TO THE
ELEIÆNTARY SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE
1* The average cost per pupil for textbooks in the
elementary schools of the State for 1934-35 was about $1#86
and the median cost per pupil was $1*815#
S* The average school superintendent or principal Is
not satisfied with the present plan of textbook adoption,
forty-five disapproving, while fifteen approved#
3# There Is a widespread feeling that the first and
second class districts should be permitted to select their
own textbooks, with the State Textbook Commission adopting
books for third class districts and rural schools# Twenty’
two indicated that either first class, or first and second
class districts, should be permitted this privilege#
4# TÊe plan for county or other unit type of adoption
meets with little favor, only five of forty-five voting for
this Idea, though It has been sponsored for the past year
by several organizations within the State#
5# There Is a feeling that the present plan of textbook
adoption Is too restrictive and that It would be better to
have the Textbook Commission adopt several basal texts from
which each school might select the one best suited to Its
needs or desires# This was the most popular suggestion made,
twenty-nine out of forty-five voting for it#
6# The present adoption period of six yeara Is generally
satisfactory# Five Indicated that they wished a longer or a
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shorter period.
7. Most schoolmen feel that using different textbooks
In the schools throughout the State would not cause any
particular difficulty to students transferring if the state
course of study la followed.
8. T^e consensus of opinion la that the State Textbook
Commission should be made up entirely of schoolmen or schoolwomen actively engaged In elementary school work.
9. Many feel that there Is too much politics Involved in
the appointment of members of the State Textbook Commission
and that politics play an Important part in the selections
made. Hmvever^ nothing was offered to substantiate these
charges or the charge that certain textbook companies are
favored.
10, One of the most valuable features of the present law
is that it makes changes mandatory, forcing schools to change
books that are out of date and worn out for newer and better
texts*
11. Some sort of central selecting body is needed for
the large number of rural schools and third class districts
of the State and the present plan meets this need admirably.
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CHAPTER XI
CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM A STUDY OF THE REPLIES MAIE TO
THE HIGH SCHOOL QUI-STIONNAIRE
1# The cost per îilgii scîiool student of this State for
textbooks for the year 1934-36 was an average of $2*358 and
the median coat was $2*424, which Is lower than the per stu
dent cost for Montana of $3.02, found by N* B* Henry for the
year 1928-29#
2* At tho present time the largo majority of the high
schools In Montana still use the 8-4 plan#
3# About o n e -ïmlf of the high schools In the State have
found It necessaiy to exercise severe retrenchments In the
amount spent for textbooks during the last three or four
years and the majority of these are using books that are old
In content, though still In a fair physical condition*
4* The most Important reasons for changing to a new
text for a course In Montana schools are in order of number
of time listed,

(a) Improvement of presentation of material#

(b) change In content#

(c) more adapted to students* needs#

(d) desire for a text more adaptable to the unit or project
method*
5# Price Is an Important Item in textbook selection for
somewhat less than half of the schools of Montana*
6* Montana schoolmen are practically unanimous in their
belief that social science and natural science texts need to
ho changed approximately every four years In order to keep
thorn up-to-date In content*
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7% Few schools have found. It necessary to assign one
textbook to two or more students and tho school men reporting
this were equally divided as to whether the work suffered or
.not under this condition*
8* Generally the selection of textbooks is made in
Montana hlgii schools by the superintendent or principal with
the advice of the teacher of the subject or the head of the
department* In a few schools the principal or the superin
tendent does the selecting without advice*
9* In attempting to find a suitable text the average
school examines four c o p i e s w i t h tho extreme running from
three to ten, or as many as were obtainable*
10* Slightly more than half of the schoolmen of Montana
are Influenced in their selection of textbooks by the name
of the author or authors *
11* Few superintendents or principals of Montana schools
place much emphasis on the name of the publisher when making
a selection*
12* The fact that an aut h o r ’s name has been long associ
ated with a particular field has little or no bearing on the
selection of books in Mon ana high schools*
13# Montana schoolmen are practi ally unanimous in their
opposition to the Gtate Textbook Commission adopting texts
for use in the high schools of the S^ate, though there is a
feeling among about half of the superintendents and princi
pals of the State that having the State Textbook Commission
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select an advisory list of textbooks for hlgli scliools would
be a good plan, especially for tbe smaller schools*
14* The
In this State
matter,

criteria most often used in selecting textbooks
are (a) content,

(b) organization of subject-

(c) type style and size, (d) binding,

tion of subject matter,

(e) presenta

(f) arrangement and (g) authors-

15* Practically no schoolsIn this State use score cards
In evaluating textbooks*
IG* S^oat Llontana schoolmen feel that magazine advertis
ing, circular letters, and salesmen are a positive

help to

them in the selection of textbooks and this: opinion Is even
more strongly expressed as regards publishers* briefs*
17. About half of the superintendents and principals of
Montana high schools feel that publishers* representatives
have excellent ^blllty to give worthwhile advice in making a
selection, tiiat they have an excellent understanding of the
needs In the subject, and tliat they have excellent training
for their work# M^st of the remaining superintendents and
principals felt that those salesmen were mediocre in these
respects.
IS. Practically all superintendents and principals are
glad to avail themselves of the help offered by the publish
ers* representatives*
19. About two-thirds of the superintendents and princi
pals feel that publishers* representatives are an asset when
making a selection of a textbook.
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2 0 i Practically all aample textbooks received by high
schools In this S^ate are placed In the library as reference
book or given to the teacher of the subject for which the
sample was submitted#
21, Slightly lésa than half of the superintendents and
principals of Montana schools ask for samples of textbooks
for subjects In which they do not contemplate a change or
Introduction#
22# The reasons why schoolmen In Montana ask for free
samples^ though they contemplate no cîmngea or introductions,
are for reference books, to find out what la new In tiie field,
and with the view that at some near* future time an adoption
may be made or a new course introduced In the curriculum#
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CHAPTER XII
RECOMT/TENDED CHANGES IN THE STATE TEXTBOOK LAW - BASED ON THE
REPLIES TO THE QUEST ION KAIx^ES
If the State textbook law Is to be such as would be
agreeable to the majority of the persona answering the ques
tionnaires^ It would have to be changed to Include the fol
lowing Î
1* All of the seven members of the State Textbook Com
mission must be actively engaged In teaching In the elemen
tary schools of the State at the time of their appointments}
no laymen permitted*
2 * -Several basal texts (probably four) imxst be adopted
for each subject so that Individual schools may select text
books better salted to their needs#
5* First and second class districts should be permitted
to select and adopt their own textbooks for all grades from
one to twelve inclusive.
4# The books adopted by the State Textbook "Commission
mjst be used In all rural schools and schools of third class
districts In grades one to eighth Inclusive.
5* The State Textbook Commission should adopt several
basal textbooks or<an advisory list of textbooks for the
guidance of high schools In third class districts of the
State^ permitting each high school to select from the basal
or advisory Ilstt of texts the ones they would use*
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Plilllpsburg, Montana
October 19, 1935

Dear Fellow Worker;
Wiien I set out to do the
work necessary for a Master*s degree in
Education I vowed that I would netrer resort to
the use of a questionnaire in securing material
for my thesis. A portion of the information I
need, however, is impossible to got in any other
way and, much as I dislike doing it, I am going
to ask you for about five minutes of your time
in answering the questions that you will find on
the enclosed form. I believe that you will-find
the questions interesting and that they have a
vital bearing on the textbook situation in
Montana today. Every effort has been made to
eliminate useless questions and to make the
questionnaire easily and quickly answered.
You may be assured that I
shall appreciate your taking the time to favor
me with your answers and returning the question
naire to me at an early date. If I may be in a
position to render you a similar service at any
time I hope that you will have no hesitancy in
calling on me.
Sincerely

Clove 0. Westby
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QUESTIONNAIRE
THE TEXTBOOK SITUATION
IN MONTANA
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS
1 . What is the approximate amount spent for textbooks in your
elementary school during the last completed school year?
2. What was the enrollment in your elementary school for
the year above mentioned?
2*
3.
Is the present plan of textbook selection in this state
satisfactory as far aS your school is concerned?
3._
4* If you are convinced that the present method of selecting
textbooks in this state is not satisfactory, please under
line which of the following su.:^gested changes that you
believe should be made. If you have other suggestions,
please list them in the space provided below.
(a) Permit first class districts to select their own books.
(b) Permit first and second class districts to select
their own books.
(c) Permit all districts to select their o v m books.
(d) Have a county (or other convenient unit) committee to
select the books for that particular area.
(e) Have the present textbook commission adopt several
basal texts for each subject, permitting the individual
teacher or school to select texts from the recommended
list.
(f) Make the period of adoption for a longer time. (The
present law makes the adoption obligatory for a five
year period.)
(g) Make the adoption for a shorter period of time.

5. If the state course of study were carefully followed in
all schools of the state, would the use of different text
books in a subject irmike much difference
to
the pupilwho
transfers from one school to another?
5
6 . In addition to the suggestions above (in 4.), what glaring
faults would you point out as applying to our present
system of adopting textbooks?

7. In addition to the suggestions in 4 above, what features of
our present system of textbook adoption and selection do
you particularly approve of?
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HIGH

SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS

1. Wliat is t H e a p p r o x i m a t e amoxoxit s p e n t f o r t e x t b o o k s i n y o n r
________
îiigtL sctiool d-nrlng t H e y e a r j u s t enâed.?
I
2. Wiiat v/as tlie e n r o l l m e n t i n y o u r lilgli scliool f o r tliat y e a r ? 2 ^
3. Is y o u r bigli sch.ool organized, o n t b e 6 - 3 - 3 p l a n , tîie
6 - 6 p l a n , o r tHe 8 — 4 p l a n ? ( P l e a s e under;_yllna whicli)
4. H a v e y o u found, it n e c e s s a r y to e x e r c i s e s e v a r e r e t r e n c h 
m e n t s in the amount spent f o r t e x tbooks i n y o u r h i g h school
d u r i n g the last three o r f o u r y e a r s ?
4 . _________
5. A r e y o u r c l a s s e s u s i n g o l d t e x t b o o k s b e c a u s e t h e b o o k s a r e
i n g o o d p h y s i c a l c o n d i t i o n , t h o u g h t h e c o n t e n t m a y be
out-of-date?
5 » ______
6. D o y o u c h a n g e t e x t s i n a l g e b r a , p l a n e g e o m e t i ^ , L a t i n ,
F r e n c h , S p a n i s h , E n g l i s h (or l i k e s u b j e c t s ) f o r a n y o f
the f o l l o w i n g r e a s o n s ? (Please u n d e r l i n e the r e a s o n s w h i c h
sipply i n y o u r ca s e )
(a) C h a n g e i n cdintent
(b) I m p r o v e d b i n d i n g
(c) I m p r o v e d t y p e - s t y l e a n d s i z e
(d) I m p r o v e m e n t i n p r e s e n t a t i o n o f m a t e r i a l
(e) D e s i r e f o r a t e x t m o r e a d a p t a b l e to u n i t
orproject
method
(f) M o r e a d a p t e d to s t u d e n t s ' n e e d s .
(g } T i r e d o f o l d b o o k a n d w a n t a c h a n g e
(h) N o w t e a c h e r i s n ' t a c q u a i n t e d w i t h o l d t e x t b o o k a n d w a n t s
a n e w o n e or o n e s h e is u s e d to.
y.

In d e c i d i n g u p o n a n e w text does p r i c e p l a y a n y p a r t in
your decision?
V_•________
8. Ig_ it y o u r o p i n i o n t h a t t e x t s f o r s u b j e c t s l i k e p h y s i c s ,
c h e m i s t r y , g e n e r a l s c i e n c e , ihnerican h i s t o r y , w o r l d
h ï s t o r y , c i v i c s , e c o n o m i c s , s o c i o l o g y , e t c . n e e d to be
c h a n g e d to h a v e t e x t s t h a t a r e u p - t o - d a t e i n c o n t e n t ?
8 , ________
9.
If y o u r a n s w e r to t h e a b o v e is " y e s ” , a b o u t h o w o f t e n
should such changes be made ?
_____ y r s .
10. D o y o u f i n d It s a t i s f a c t o r y to s u p p l e m e n t o u t - o f - d a t e
tex t b o o k s i n the s o c i a l s c i e n c e s a n d h i s t o r y w i t h a few
n e w b o o k s to b e u s e d as r e f e r e n c e m a t e r i a l ?
l O .________
11. H a v e y o u f o u n d it n e c e s s a r y f o r e c o n o m i c r e a s o n s to
a s s i g n one t e x t b o o k to t w o o r m o r e s t u d e n t s ?
1 1. ________
12. H a s it b e e n y o u r o b s e r v a t i o n t h a t t h e w o r k i n c l a s s h a s
s u f f e r e d to a n y a p p r e c i a b l e e x t e n t u n d e r c o n d i t i o n s
as
s p e c i f i e d in q u e s t i o n 11?
1 2 . ________
13.
By w h o m are the textbooks s e l ected in y o u r school?
(TJnderline t h e a n s w e r w h i c h b e s t f i t s y o u r s c h o o l )
(a) B y t h e p r i n c i p a l o f t h e h i g h s c h o o l
(b) B y the s u p e r i n t e n d e n t
(c) B y t h e t e a c h e r o f t h e s u b j e c t o r h e a d o f t h e d e p a r t m e n t .
(d) B y t h e s c h o o l b o a r d
(e) B y t h e p r i n c i p a l w i t h t h e a d v i c e o f t h e
teacher or head of
the department
( f ) By the superintendent w i t h the advice of the teacher or h e a d
of the d e p a r t m e n t .
(g ) B y t h e srchool b o a r d w i t h t h e a d v i c e o f t h e s u p e r i n t e n d e n t ,
principal, or teacher.
(h) B y a t e x t b o o k c o m m i t t e e
(i) B y t h e p r i n c i p a l o r s u p o r 1n t e n d ent w i t h t h e r e c o m m e n d a t i o n of
t he t e x t b o o k c o m m i t t o o
14. I n s e l o c t i n g a t e x t b o o k , h o w m a n y d i f f e r e n t t e x t s as a r u l e
d o y o u , the t e a c h e r , o r t h e c o m m i t t e e o x a m i n o b e f o r e a
s e l e c t i o n is m a d e ? __________________________________________________ 1 4 . ________
15. A r e y o u r s e l e c t i o n s i n f l u e n c e d b y t h e p r e s t i g e o f the
a u t h o r ' s o r a u t h o r s ' n a m e o r n a m e s ? ____________________________ 1 5 - ________
16. A r e y o u r s e l e c t i o n s i n f l u e n c e d b y t h e p r e s t i g e o f the
n a m e of the p u b l i s h e r of the t e x t ?
1 6 . ________
17. A r c y o u r s e l e c t i o n s i n f l u e n c e d b y t h e f a c t t h a t t h e n a m e
of the a u t h o r has long b e e n a s s o c i a t e d
w i t h the
pub
l i c a t i o n o f a n y t e x t ? ( For I n s t a n c e , " W e n t w o r t h a n d S m i t h ,
P l a n e G e o m e t r y " ) _____________________________________________________I V.________
18. W o u l d y o u a p p r o v e h a v i n g a s t a t e t e x t b o o k c o m m i s s i o n
a d o p t t h e t e x t s f o r a l l h i g h s c h o o l s u b j e c t s ? _______________ I S . ________
19. I f y o u do n o t b e l i e v e t h a t t h e s t a t e t e x t b o o k c o m m i s s i o n
should a d opt all h i g h school textbooks, n a m e b e l o w any
t h a t y o u b e l i e v e s h o u l d b o so a d o p t e d .
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20, Would, y o u appr ov e îiavîng a state t e x t b o o k eo mmission
adopt several texts for each, subject, p e r m i t t i n g the
i nd i v i d u a l schools to select w h i c h of the ad o p t e d
texts t h e y m i gh t w i s h to use ?
20
21. Please list b elow the points w h i c h y o u c o n s i d e r most
i mportant and w h i c h yo u use as cr it er ia in the s el ec ti on
of a h i g h school textbook.

22. If y ou h a v e a score card w h i c h y o u use for the s e le ct io n of
h i g h sch o ol textbooks, pl ea se enclose one of e a c h as u s e d for
b oo ks for different subjects.
25. Wha t is y o u r r e a c ti on to m a g a z i n e advertising, circular letters,
salesmen, e t c . as u s e d by pu bl i s h e r s in b r i n g i n g their books
to y o u r a t t e nt io n? (Underline y o u r choice of answers below)
(a) A pos it iv e h e l p in m a k i n g a s el ec t i o n
(b) D et r i m e n t a l to m a k i n g to a g o o d se le ct io n
(c) Hav e no effect on the se le c t i o n
24. Y/hat is y o u r op i n i o n of publishers' briefs in influencing
t e x t b o o k selections?
(a) Have some value
(b) Have no value
(c) Of doubtful v alue
25. W h a t has b e e n y o u r experience w i t h re pr es e n t a t i v e s (salesmen)
of p u b l i s h e r s ? (Please u n d e r l i n e y o u r response belov/)
(a) A b i l i t y to g i v e w o r t h w h i l e advice in m a k i n g a selection
E xc e l l e n t
M e d i oc re
Poor
(b) E vi dent u n d e r s t a n d i n g of the needs in the subject
Excellent
Medi oc re
Poor
(c) Ev i d e n t tra in in g for t h e i r w o r k
Excellent
M e d i oc re
Poor
26. Are y o u gl ad to avail y o u r s e l f of the h e l p o ff e r e d by the
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s of p u b l is he rs in m a k i n g a s el ection?
26.______
27. W o u l d y o u regard these r e p r es en t at iv es w h e n m a k i n g a
s e l e c t i o n as (a) an asset, (b) a liability, or (c)
n e i t h e r a n asset or a lia bi li ty ? (Pj_ease u n d e r l i n e which)
28. Y/hat is done w i t h the sample copies a ft er y o u ha v e made
the sele ct io n? (Please u n d e r l i n e yo ur r esponse below)
(a) P l a c e d in school libro.ry as a r o fo rn nc o book
(b) G i v e n to t ea c h e r wh o teaches subject for w h i c h bo ok
was sampled.
(c) Pl a c e d in principal** s or su p er in t e n d e n t 's p e r s on al library
(d) Sol d to s e c o n d- ha n d h o o k shops
(e) No p a r t i c u l a r d i s p o s i t i o n m a d e
(f) ____________________________________________________
29. Do y o u have sample copies sent y o u of t ex tb oo ks for other
subjects than those in w h i c h y o u a n t ic ip at e m a k i n g a
s e l e c t i o n for?
29,______
30. I/'/hat is y o u r p u r p o s e in sending for the above sample
textbooks if y o u do not i n t e n d m a k i n g a s e l e c t i o n for
those subjects?

^1. Name cf school
L o c a t e d in

(City or town)

P ri nc i p a l or

__________

M o nt an a

r i n t on do nt _______________________ __________________
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